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By 
Orson w. Israelsen2 , J. Howard Maughan3 
and George P. South4 
Introduction 
TJTAH has approximately 700 irrigation companies having more than 
l 8,750 miles of unlined earth canals, 410 pumping plants, 1,973 
diversion dams and nearly 400 storage dams which ·provide a storage 
capacity for . more than 3,400,000 acre-feet of water. More than 42 
million dollars is invested in irrigation works, with at least 1.5 million 
dollars spent annually for maintenance. 
Irrigation companies have the major responsibility for safe main-
tenance and efficient operation of Utah's dams, canals, spillways, waste-
ways, flumes, inverted siphons, head gates and lateral gates- the struc-
tures with which irrigation water is stored, diverted, and conveyed to 
1.3 million acres of productive land in the state. Clearly, the task of 
the irrigation companies is huge ; its performance vital. 
These companies vary greatly in size from small units serving less 
than 100 acres to companies serying more than 30,000 acres. Tenta-
tive figures indicate that perhaps 80 percent of the irrigated land of 
the state, or roughly an area of 1,000,000 acres, is served by mutual com-
panies. The average area per company is approximately 1,600 acres. 
Nearly 200 companies serve less than 300 acres each and about 500 
serve more than 300 acres each. 
This bulletin is based on a study of these irrigation companies; 
their activities, their problems, and their needs. The study has been con-
ducted cooperatively by the Experiment Station and the Extension Service 
of the Utah State Agricultural College, the Division of Irrigation of the 
Soil Conservation Service, and the State Department of Publicity and 
Industrial Development. Other public agencies interested in water utili-
zation in Utah, and the irrigation companies themselves, have rendered 
valuable assistance in the research. 
1. Final report on project 221, Purnell. 
2. Research professor of irrigation and drainage, Utah Agricultural Experiment 
station. 
3. Economist, Irrigation Division, U. S. Soil Conservation Service. 
4. Research analyst and consultant, Utah State Department of Publicity and 
Industrial Development. 
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Purposes of Surveys 
The major purposes of the Hngation company surveys were to obtain 
information concerning the supplemental water needs of Utah irrigation 
companies; to find the necessary physical improvements and additions 
to water storage and conveyance facilities; to define the major problems 
that must be solved in order to make the necessary improvements, and 
to assist public agencies toward coordinating irrigation research with 
planning and operations designed to improve irrigation facilities and 111-
crease crop production. 
Procedure and Sources of Information 
The information presented was obtained largely from personal confer-
ences with irrigation company officials. In order to expedite and stand-
ardize the collection of desired data, an 8-page detailed printed data sheet 
was prepared. These data sheets were taken to irrigation company of-
ficials by representatives of the several cooperating agencies who ob-
tained and recorded pertinent data for each irrigation company that irri-
gates more than 300 acres. 
The major topics concerning which detailed information was re-
quested from each company are listed below: 
1. GENERAL INFORMATION 
1. Company history 
2. Officers 
3. Term of office as fixed in articles of incorporation or by-
laws 
4. Annual stockholders' meetings 
5. Water delivery methods 
II. WATER SUPPLY AND IRRIGATED AREAS 
6. Source of water supply 
. 7. Place of measurement of water supply 
8. Water rights 
9. Water supplies and requirements 
10. Irrigated land and unit water requirements 
11. Additional land that can be irrigated economically 
12. Location of irrigated land 
13. Water supplies from different companies 
14. Proposed development to improve present, or provide supple-
mental supplies 
III. IRRIGATION WORK 
15. Diversion dam 
16. Storage dam 
17. Reservoir 
18. Pumping plants and flowing wells 
19. Main canal and laterals 
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20. Structures on. main canals and laterals, with estimated costs 
21. Parallel or duplicating canals 
22. Canals or laterals that run long distances to serve only · a few 
farms 
IV. SHARE OF STOCK AND AN AL CO T 
23. Distribution of shares of stock 
24. Stock value, annual assessments, and company obligations 
V . IRRIGATION COMPANY IMPROVEMENTS AND PROBLEMS 
25. Company irrigation improvements 
26. Farm irrigation improvements 
27. Improvement of irrigation organization or management 
Other Sources of Information 
Supplementing the information obtained directly from the officers of 
the irrigation companies, the authors have assembled information from 
both state and federal agencies. The state agencies not previously men-
tioned which have been especially- helpful include the State Engineer's 
Office, which has provided general reports, and also the annual reports 
of water commissioners throughout the state ; and the offices of county 
clerks and recorders. 
Federal agencies include the Department of Agriculture and the De-
partment of the Interior. The offices in the Department of Agriculture 
that have been especially helpful are Operations Division of Soil Con-
servation Service, Farm Security Administration, and the Agricul-
tural Adjustment Agency. In the Department of the Interior the U. S. 
Bureau of Reclamation and the U. S. Geological Survey have been im-
portant sources of information. 
Irrigation Company Functions and 
Responsibilities 
T HE major functions and responsibilities of irrigation companies briefly mentioned in the introduction are given more fully herewith. 
They include the construction, operation, and maintenance of many kinds 
of structures for storage, diversion, conveyance and delivery of water to 
farmers for agricultural purposes. Irrigation companies have also the 
responsibility of efficient use and maintenance of irrigation works, and 
the development and protection of rights to the use of water for irriga-
tion. 
Water Storage Reservoirs 
In nearly all parts .of Utah the quantity of water flowing in the creeks 
and rivers is largest during the spring months, when the need for irri-
gation water is relatively small. When the rate of crop growth on the 
irrigated lands is high during the summer season, and large amounts of 
irrigation water are needed, the flow in the creeks and rivers is not large 
Fig. 1. Red Creek Reservoir, built by the Red Creek Re ervoir and Canal 
Comp-any of Paragonah, Iron County, i typical of many tah pioneer re ervoir . 
The earth dam for this reservoir wa built without th aid of heavy power ma-
chinery. Photo by C. W. Lauritzen, 1943 
enough to supply the needs. Very naturally therefore, many years ago, 
attention was given to the construction of dams and reservoirs for water 
storage. The first of Utah's nearly 400 storage dams, the Newton Res-
ervoir, was built in Cache County during the year 1871. The Bureau 
of Reclamation has recently constructed a new dam near Newton which 
will provide a much larger torage reservoir than the one built by the 
pioneer irrigators. Most of these early dams are made of earth ma-
terials. Some have failed during flood season because of inadequate 
spillway capacity; some because of faulty design- or no design- and 
poor construction, but most of these earth dams are substantial and per-
manent structures. _ . 
Many small earth dams and reservoir, of which figure 1 is typi-
cal, have been constructed by the efforts of only one irrigation company 
or association. However, the largest reservoirs, built during the last 
quarter century, have been completed by the coordinated and united 
effort of several irrigation companies, assisted by the tate or federal 
government. Groups of companies thus organized are in orne cases des-
ignated reservoir companies- such, for example, as the Otter Creek Res-
ervoir Company on the Sevier River- but they are generally called "water 
users' associations." 
Water Diversion Works 
During the pioneer days many of the irrigation water diversion works 
were of simple construction ; they consisted of low dams of rocks, brush, 
Fig. 2. Diversion dam on the Jordan River for the -tah and aIt Lake Canal 
and for Ea t Jordan Canal. The gate that control flow down the river are ·shown 
on the left and the East Jordan gate on the right. Photo by O. W. I raelsen, 1935 
and earth built across the streams. Frequently the dams were either 
seriously damaged or entirely wa hed away each year during the high-
water season and then repaired or recon tructed for the di er ion of low-
water tream flow. More recently, timber, rock, and concrete con truc-
tion of permanent dam acro ri er has greatly decreased the annual 
co t of water diversion for irrigation. A concrete diversion dam with 
teel head gate, on the Jordan River, j shown in figure 2. 
Water Conveyance tructures 
Many tructures are u ed for the conveyance of water from torage 
reservoirs and from the place of diver ion of the water from ri er 
y terns to irrigated land. Common canal sections constructed in earth, 
like the ones shown in figures 3 and 4; mall wooden flumes, like the 
one hown in figure 5 in Salt Lake County; rna sive flumes in Box Elder 
County supported on steel ubstructure, illu trated in figure 6-all of 
these are typical Utah water conveyance structures. 
Fi~. 3. Thi irrigation canal div rting water from the Jordan River is lypical 
[ JlIany lhat w re built in pion er day under a high type of coop rati\'e endeavor. 
Photo by . W. I rae} en, 1935 
Fig. 4. anal tha t n ds linin g to p rey nt xce page 10 e . Photo 
b O. W. I ra 1 en, 1934 
One of the major problem confronting Utah irrigation companie 
in the conveyance of water is the operation and maintenance of irriga-
tion canal on steep idehills through different types of natural ma-
terials. ometimes large earth lides occur, ruining long ection of irri-
gation canal and making expen i e recon truction essential. In recent 
year , earth slides ha e damaged canals in Cache, Box Elder, W eber,:; 
Garfield, and other counties. The costs to Utah irrigation companies 
of repairing canal damaged by earth lide in recent year call for 
pecial attention to be given thi problem. Lo e cau ed by decrea e 
in crop production, and resulting from a lack of irrigation water during 
the periods of repair and recon truction of canals damaged by earth 
lide are difficult to e timate. 
5. orne of th notabl example of li des cau-ed appal: ntly by aturation of 
materi al above th canal have cau ' d eriou damag to the North Ogden 
anal a lld to 111 · Wi l ~ n .anal, b Ih Il('ar Ogd 11 . 
F ig. 5. lah P IOIl r irrigatioll ompanie built a large number of wooden 
IJwne like lhi one to (, OIlV ir riga tion water acro flood channels. Photo b ' 
O. W. I rael n, 1934 
Fi~. 6. Thi . flum aero Malad Riv r in Box Elder ounty i typical of the 
ou t~tandin g irrigation tnt tur on the Bear River project built by a commercial 
company many y ar ago. Photo by O. . I rae] en 1920 
Canal Seepage Losses 
Irrigation companie are concerned not onl with the operation, main-
tenance, and afety of their watel con eyan e structures but al 0 with 
their efficiency. In Utah more than 9 - percent of the irrigation canals 
are con tructed in oil materials that vary greatly in permeability. In 
the canals having highly permeable bed and bank , imper iou lining 
materials to reduce seepage los e are urgently needed. In some long 
canal ystem more than one-half of the water diverted i . 10 t by seep-
age through the oil and leakage through tructure before it reache 
the farm ; in others one-fourth to one-third of the water diverted i 
lost in conveyance. G Linillg leaky irrigation canal, uch a the one 
hown in figure 4, to reduce eepage losses and increa e water-con eyance 
efficiencie, constitutes both .1 challenge and an opportunity to Utah 
irrigation companie . 
~d and Moss Control 
One of the dominant problem confron~ing irrigation farmers is to con-
trol the growth of noxiou weed on their farm. Canal bank con-
titute a major ource of weed eeds which get into the irrigation water 
. and are spread 0 er the farm land during irrigation. Special effort 
by irrigation companie , assisted by respon ible public and private agen-
cie , to prevent the growth of weeds on canal bank will therefore save 
irrigator large amount of time and money now pent in weed control 
on farm land . 
Mo growth in the canal retard ater velocities increase water 
depth decrea e canal capacitie , increa e eepage losse , and re ults in 
exce sive co t to irrigation companie for proper canal maintenance. The 
problem of mo control have been con idered for man year but 
progres thu far i. quite un ati factor . Much more research con-
cerning the e problems i needed, and more definite and po itive action 
on the part of irrigation companie to control mo , will g reatly increase 
water-conveyance efficiencie. 
6. The e general tat ment · eon cernin~ 10 ' e jn 
occa ional mea urement b the gri eultural E p nment tation , th water 
commi ioner wh o di tribute lh wa ter on the larg r river y tem , and by 
irriO'ation compani . 
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Historical Developnlent of Irrigation 
Companies 
MlDSUMMER of 1847 marks the beginning of modern irrigation in America. A small group of Mormon pioneers entered Salt Lake 
Valley ahead of the main company on July 23, and at once set about 
establishing a settlement. The season was late-but not too late to make 
a beginning at crop production. How should planting be done in the 
sun-baked soil? Irrigation seemed to offer the answer. A small, clear 
mountain stream provided the water supply. That afternoon "they built 
a dam to irrigate the soil" that it might be plowed and prepared for 
seeding. After planting potatoes the morning of July 24, they extended 
their operations "and gave the ground quite a good soaking." (See cover 
picture. ) 
The First Community Ditches 
On the advice of Brigham Young, one of the first community ditches 
was built in connection with the pioneer fort. It was used largely for 
domestic water supply purposes the first season, and was ready for irri-
gation of gardens within the fort in the spring of 1848. 
A number of community ditches were constructed in 1847-1848 to 
deliver water from City and Red Butte Creeks to Salt Lake City lands . 
On September 30, 1848, Brigham Young proposed that a canal be built 
to deliver water frim Big Cottonwood Creek along the east side of the 
big field. 8 It was agreed to build the canal as a group enterprise and 
to fence the big field ,in common. In dividing the land and water among 
the settlers it was decided that "every man is to help to build a pole, 
ditd1, or stone fence, as shall be most convenient, around the whole 
field, in proportion to the land he draws; also a canal on the east 
side, for the purpose of irrigation."9 ' 
It is thus evident that the principles of cooperation and of assess-
ments in proportion , to benefits received were early established. They 
were employed both in relation to land holdings and irrigation. 
The First Water Masters 
on: August '22, 1847", ' less "thari i 'month after the entry of the pioneers 
intg' Salt , Lake "Vall:}'; ' Elden ' Whipple was, "appointed the first water 
1. "If all thing , renlain , q~liet ulltil spring, as 'we anti cipate, we rcroJ1lm ~nd 
that the cattl e yard within th e fort be plowed and prepared ill th e hest "PO -
",s ible l11anner ' fo:.cgard"en' and a jlI t portion thereof he allotted 1.0 ea("h " fa111 ~ 
"il y for , a garden, f; O that ,your women and children ma y p'lant, and till , ancl 
,vater and gather "th e fruits th ereof 'without bein g exposed ahroacl; for this 
and k1 11 domesti c purpo 'e ,' yoll will "turn a portio II nf T ity Creek within thc 
walls of th e Fort and pass it around at a conveni ent distan ce on every side."-
Journal History, ms., September 9, 1847. (Unpubli shed material ill the 
L. D. S. Church Historian's Office.) 
8. Journal History, September 30, 1848. ms. 
9. Millennial Star, 11 :228. 1849. 
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master. His duties were to attend to the distribution of water over the 
plowed hnds1o. 
In February, 1849, the city was divided into nineteen wards, each 
one presided over by a bishop and two counselors. The bishop was given 
supervision of water for irrigation of gardens on city lots within his ward. 
Under his direction ditches were dug around each block, connecting 
with a feeder ditch from the main canal. Along the ditches around 
the blocks, trees were planted and from these ditches the city lots re-
ceived their water in turns. 
Following the organization of a city government in Salt Lake City 
it became convenient for the city council to take over responsibility for 
the distribution and use" of water. In 1853 the city appointed a general 
water master to supervise this service. Even then the ward was recog-
nized as a convenient area for local supervision. Accordingly, ward 
water masters were appointed to serve under the city water master. 
Within the ward these water masters continued to serve as the bishop 
had done before themP 
Although formal organization of mutual irrigation companies did 
not come until irrigation systems and practices were well established, 
the informal water associations set up in the first year of irrigation were 
in reality the early mutual companies. The first incorporation of com-
panies was based on an act of the Territorial Legislature of 1865.1 2 Dur-
ing the 1870's and 1880's many of the existing companies were for-
mally organized under corporate charter. 
It was not a long stride from the informal associations to incorpora-
tion under state laws. Both " types of organization performed all the 
necessary services to water users and exercised the required authority 
and control over water rights. So long as keen competition between 
companies was absent and water rights were not a problem, the informal 
association served the needs of irrigators. Down to the present time, 
in areas free from intercompany competition, some companies that began 
as far back as the early '50s have not incorporated, but remain informal 
associations of users about as they were originally formed . 
Irrigation Company Organization 
and Practices 
Mutual Companies 
The mutual irrigation company is a nonprofit aSSOCIatIOn established 
for the purpose of distributing water at cost and performing other func-
tions incident thereto for the benefit of the members. The incorporated 
10. Journal History, Augu!';t 22, 1847. ms. 
11. Journal History, July 9, 1853. m . 
]2. Laws of Utah, 1865. 
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mutual irrigation company, engaged exclusively in furnishing water for 
lands owned by its members or stockholders, is accorded certain excep-
tions from the general corporation law. l3 Since the corporation holds 
legal title to the water rights and distribution system for the service of 
its stockholder , who are the beneficial owners, it is the function and 
duty of the company to protect and perpetuate the rights and to keep 
the irrigation system in proper working condition. The regular ex-
penses for operation, maintenance, and other costs are met by annual 
assessment on the stock of the members. These assessments often ' include 
a labor charge which may be worked out by members on cleaning canals 
or making necessary repairs. Special assessments may be made for special 
benefits, such as making unusual improvements or repairs, but usually 
these are put on an annual basis. 
A large majority of mutual irrigation companies in Utah are incor-
porated and operate in accordance with articles of incorporation and by-
laws. The company organization consists of stockholders, who own in-
terest according to the number of shares of stock held, and a corps 'of 
officers elected at the annual meeting. In elections the usual rules of 
corporate stock voting prevail. Unless business of special interest is to 
come before the meeting, a majority of the stock may not be repre-
sented. For this reason some of the smaller companies have found it 
necessary to make provision for transacting business, with the partici-
pation of whatever stock is represented. In some instances, where this 
provision has not been made, companies may continue without an elec-
tion for several years because of lack of a majority of stock represented 
at the annual meeting. This condition is especially common among small 
companies. 
Officers usually consist of three to nine directors, the most com-
mon number being five , a president, vice-president, and secretary-treas-
urer, the first two being chosen from the directors. It is the general 
practice, established in the beginning of irrigation in Utah, for com-
panies to appoint one or more water masters to have charge of water 
distribution and related operations. The water master, serving under 
direction of the company officers, usually receives pay for his services. 
The secretary-treasurer may also receive a nominal fee, but it is not com-
mon, except in the larger companies, for any official but the water master 
to be paid. In some instances larger companies appoint a manager to 
have general supervision of company affairs. 
13. Utah Code Annotated, 1943: 18-2-7, 10, 46 ; 18·4-10. See also publications 
by We11s A. Hutchins : :i\futual irrigation companies in Utah. Utah Agi". 
Exp. Sta. Bu1. 199. 1927; Mutual irrigation companies, U. S. Dept. Agr. 
Tech. Bu1. 82, 1929 ; and Mutual irrigation companies in California and Utah. 
11. S. Farm Credit Admin. Coop. Div. Bul. 8, 1936. 
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As a rule, officer are elected for one-year term , although two-year 
periods are not uncommon and a few companies provide for a term of 
three years . It is common for officers to succeed themselves a number of 
times. In some instances the president or secretary may be returned to 
office for many years . 
Other Types of Irrigation Enterprises 
Commercial irrigation companies and irrigation districts are not common 
in Utah. 
Commercial irrigation enterprises irrigate a total of less than 100,000 
acres of land. Notable among these is the Utah-Idaho Sugar Company in 
Bear River Valley, Box Elder County. This is the largest irrigation proj-
ect of any kind in the state, serving approximately 54,000 acres. 
Irrigation districts have been organized in a few cases to serve lim-
ited areas . Typical of these are the South Ogden and the Weber-Box 
Elder Conservation Districts. These districts were organized in connec-
tion with the Pineview reclamation project, and each serves about 2,000 
to 3,000 acres. Price River Water Conservation District provides a sup-
plemental storage-water supply for lands served by a large number of 
mutual irrigation companies and small unincorporated ditches, aggregat-
ing, in 1944, some 17,000 acres . 
Individual irrigation enterprises are widely scattered throughout 
the state. They are found on many small sources of water supply in 
the more intensively cultivated sections and are common on farm and 
ranch units in range-land areas. Individual units include most of the 
ground-water development of the state concentrated principally in a 
few areas. Ground water is used extensively as a supplemental supply 
to augment surface water supplies in summer, when the latter run low. 
Ground water is also used as the full supply on an estimated 50,000 
acres. Data developed in the irrigation company study, and checked by 
other sources, indicate that something less than 200,000 acres oJ land 
in the state, including that irrigated with ground water, are served by 
individual enterprises. 
Irrigated Areas and Needs of Utah 
Irrigation Companies 
T HERE are in Utah 509 companies that irrigate more than 300 acres each, and 179 companies that irrigate less than 300. 
It appears that at least 80 percent of all irrigated land in the state, 
or roughly one million acres, is served by mutual companies widely scat-
tered throughout the state. Where sufficient water and land resources 
exist for a small community or even a few farm units, a mutual company 
is usually organized. Many of the companies are very mall. Only 
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16 companies irrigate as much as 10,000 acres each. The average area 
served per company is approximately 1,600 acres. 
Water Needs 
Many Utah irrigation companies need more water. This is especially 
true during midsummer, when crops need most water because of high 
temperatures and rapid growth-rate of plants and when natural stream 
flows are low. The urgency of the needs for additional water supplies 
is revealed by data presented in tables 1 and 2, where the supplies of 
irrigation companies have been classified. The basis of classification 
of the company water supply as I, II, and III, is explained in the table 
footnotes. 14 
Water-Measurements Practices 
A large number of the irrigation leaders in the West are agreed on the 
basic fact that advancement in irrigation and water conservation is vitally 
dependent on the measurement of water. The mea urement of the flow 
of water in rivers, as illustrated in figure 7, is a well-established practice. 
It is essential also to measure the volumes of water- stored in reservoirs 
from time to time during the season, the rate at which water is diverted 
from reservoirs and from river channels, the size of streams at typical 
places ·along irrigation canals, the volumes lost by seepage and waste, and 
the volumes of water delivered to the farmers. These needs are more 
fully considered under the heading Water Supply Measurements. 
Actually, few companies 
make any measurements of water 
other than the volumes stored in 
reservoirs and the volumes di-
verted from river systems into 
their canals . An analysis shows 
that of 498 companies reporting 
measurement practices, 162 com-
panies measure their water and 
14. See last line of table 1 and al 0 
of table 2, und tabl e footnot . 
explainin g th e r:la . . 
·uppJy. 
of water 
Fig. 7. Reliable information con-
cerning the flow of water in river 
and canals obtained by u e of the 
current meter, as on Ogden River, i 
e entia! to progress in irrigation af-
fa ir. There i urgent need for Utah 
irrigation companie to improve and 
extend 
Photo Ill'-
v y 
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Table 1. Classes of water supply and supplemental water needs of irrigat€un 
com pani es in Utah 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
County 
Irrig. Irrig. 
coo's coo's 
____ - ___ C..:..I-a:.:.ss.:......:o:,.::f-w..:.a..;.te;:r--=-su~p~pc.::l.!....y-* ____ Supple-
Class I elass II Class III mental 
in not Com- Area Com- Area Com- Area water 
county rept. panies ·irrig'd panies irrig'd panies irrig'd needs 
number number number acres number acres 
Beaver ......... ..... 16 
Box Elder.. ........ 28 
Cache ..... ........... 45 
Carbon ............... 5 
Daggett ............ 1 
Davis ................ 24 
Duchesne ..... ..... 23 
Emery ................ 8 
Garfield .... ........ 16 
Grandt .............. 1 
Iron .................... 14 
Juab ........ .......... 8 
Kane .................. 5 
Millard .............. 19 
Morgan ..... ....... 10 
Piute ............... ... 5 
Rich .................. 11 
Salt Lake .......... 38 
San Juan _. .. ...... 8 
Sanpete ........ , ... 40 
Sevier ................ 23 
Summit .............. 17 
Tooele .............. 12 
Uintah ................ 18 
Utah ................ .. 46 
Wasatch .... ... ..... 16 
Washington .... .. 21 
Wayne .............. 7 
Weber ................ 24 
2 
o 
6 
o 
1 
2 
o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
1 
6 
o 
1 
o 
2 
2 
2 
o 
o 
2 
6 7,015 
20 64,563 
27 82,905 
5 16,630 
15 30,129 
17 65,900 
3 8,400 
15 20,460 
1 1,600 
2 734 
7 36,200 
10 5,515 
4 4,100 
6 8,153 
20 51,750 
4 3,500 
14 26,547 
14 26,540 
12 8,698 
1 500 
8 15,184 
34 77,041 
2 2,691 
11 7,675 
3 8,600 
18 50,371 
4 4,274 
7 7,274 
10 17,559 
5 5,300 
3 5,682 
5 39,880 
1 2,000 
1 1,825 
3 3,400 
4 11,600 
1 404 
4 16,000 
1 3,200 
4 12,000 
7 10,319 
20 43,900 
5 24,000 
4 5,405 
5 4,050 
5 20,315 
8 23,277 
13 17,835 
7 3,800 
4 2,100 
3 4,400 
Totals ........ 509 28 . 279 631,401 134 289,799 
• IF ater supply classes and needs : 
Class Needs 
I Supply usually adequate. 
number acres ·acre-ft.t 
4 3,027 9,794 
1 1,300 9,941 
2 6,700 41,783 
4 
1 
9 
4 
2 
8 
5 
4 
6 
3 
1 
4 
3 
2 
1 
3 
1 
2,792 
1,200 
11,250 
2,162 
2,100 
14,650 
4,512 
6,900 
18,100 
5,850 
478 
1,750 
6,800 
1,309 
499 
1,750 
700 
14,032 
8,190 
41,580 
2,780 
1,620 
23,760 
16,100 
4,740 
50,930 
1,530 
2,990 
13,261 
19,655 
13,660 
64,770 
37,035 
12,165 
7,170 
30,930 
56,433 
17,120 
13,140 
4,800 
8,250 
68 93,829 528,159 
II Moderate need for supplemental supply In average years. 
III Pronounced need for supplemental supply in average years. 
tBased on full supply of three acre-feet per acre each season. 
Hnformation concerning four other companies serving more than 300 acres each 
and two serving less than 300 acres was received too late to include in the tables 
and analyses. 
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Table 2. Classes 0/ water supply and sup plernental water needs of irrigation 
companies in tah , arranged by drainage areas 
1 2 3 4- 5 6 7 8 
upple-
Drainage area mental 
and water 
co unties nie nies needsT 
no. no. acres no. 
nake River drainage-
Box Elder County ....... _. _ ...... .-.- 3 3,680 3,471 
Total 
-- ---- -- -.-------------- ------- - ----
3 3,680 3,471 
West Desert drainage-
Box Elder ollnty ........ _ ..... .. 1 1,103 1 1,200 1,488 
Tooele County 
-------.----- ------- ----
I 1,100 1,310 
Juab County 
--- -- .-------- ---------- ----
2 1,212 1,800 
Millard County .......... .. .... .... 2 2,300 1 500 1,300 
Beaver County _ __ . e • • _ •• _ _ • _ ___ _ _ • 
--- -
Iron County ......... _ .............. 
------
Total 
--- ---._--------------_ .------ .-
3 3,403 3 2,800 2 1,212 5,898 
Salt Lake minor tributarie -
Box Elder COunty ... ... _ ......... 4- 6,060 3 2,394- 1 1,300 4,800 
Davi County 
--_.-. --- ----- ------ 3 6,700 4- 4,400 4- 2,792 11,990 
Salt Lake Coun ty ................ __ A. 
Tooele County ...................... 1 500 4 2,950 4 1,750 5,860 
Total 
---------.-- ----- -. -.. _.--- ----- 8 13,260 11 9,744 9 5,842 22,650 
Bear River drainage-
Cache County 
------._ -- -- ----------
27 82,905 10 17,559 2 6,700 41,783 
Box Elder Coun ty .......... _ ..... 15 57,400 182 
Ri ch County 
-----. --._-- --- ----- -- -- 6 8,153 4 12,000 13,261 
Summit County 
--_.-- ----_.-- -- --
__ A. 
Total 
--------.-._.- ._---.------- ----- 48 148,458 14 29,559 2 6,700 55,226 
\"X eLer-Ogden Ri ver drainag 
Weber Coun ty ........ _ ............. 18 50,371 3 4AOO 1 700 8,250 
Davi County ........................ 12 23,429 1,152 
Morgan County -_._ ---_ ._-_ ..... . 10 5,515 1,530 
Su mmit ounty ... .... .... -.. ---. 11 7,098 3 4,205 478 10,955 
Totals . .... _ .... . _--- .... __ ... _ .. _._.- 51 86,413 6 ·8,605 2 1178 21,887 
Jordan a llt! Provo Riv ' r~ , tall 
Lake drailluge-
Davi uunty _ ... -..... __ ... _._-. 9JO 890 
alt Lake C::> unty ...... -- ...... 20 51,7;)0 7 10,319 4,512 L9,655 
u ill III i t ounty ._ .. _-- --_.- . . -._- I 1,600 1 1,200 1,2]0 
Wasatch Co unty _ .. _--_. --_._._--- 2 2,691 13 17,8 5 1 499 17.120 
Utah County 
----------- ---._._---_.- 34 77,041 8 23,T7 :2 1,:309 S6,43.1 
Juau Co ullty ---- -----_. _-----_ .. __ .- _ __ A 2 8,400 1 600 10,720 
anpete ounty 
---_._--- ... _.- ---
----
I 2,180 2,200 
Totals ... . __ . ... _--_ .- _ .. _ .... --.. _--- 57 133,082 33 64,111 9 6,920 108,228 
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Table 2. Classes 0/ 1cafer supply alul snpplemental Iwter needs vj irrigation 
cVlnpanies Ln U tall , arranged by drainage areus ontinued ) 
1 
Drainage areas 
and 
countie 
Sevier River drainage-
2 3 4 S 6 7 
Class of water supply* 
Class 1 Clas' II Class III 
Compa- Area Compa- Area 
nies irrig'd nies irrig'd 
Compa- Area 
nies irrig'd 
8 
Supple-
mental 
water 
needsT 
Juab County....... .. ............... 2 3,200 1 350 3,S80 
Sanpete County .... .... .. ....... _ 14 26,547 19 41,720 6 18,100 62,S70 
Millard County......... ........... 5 33,900 3 IS,SOO 8 14,650 49,630 
Sevier County ............. ......... 14 26,540 S 24,000 3 S,850 37,03S 
Piute County ....... .... ... .. ...... 4 4,100 1 3,200 2',990 
Garfield County .............. .. _I_I __ 13;...:.'_SO~0:....' ~=.:..-_...:..:..:....---=..:...-.:..:..:..:..:..:...---=:..:..:..:...:.:..:..:..:...:. __ .:...78:..:0 
Totals .... .... ....................... . 48 104,S87 30 87,620 18 38,9S0 IS6,S8S 
South Sevier Lake drainage-
Beaver County .. __ ...... __ .. ____ __ 6 7,01S 4 4,274 4 3,027 9,794 
Iron County ............. __ .. ____ .__ 1 1,600 3 3,400 8 10,350 22,250 
Washington County . ______ ____ . _______ --1---1:....,7-60---------------1...!..,7.:...4Q~ 
Totals __ ... __ ... ______ __________ __ . __ . 7 8,61S 8 9,434 12 13,377 33,784 
Green River and minor triLu-
taries-
Daggett County ... __ .. ____ ..... .. 
U intah County ...... .. .. ........ .. 
. arbon County .. __ ____ __ .. .. .. .... 1 SOO 
Emery County ...... __ ...... __ __ .... _2 __ 2
7
,'-:400....,..-_______________ _ 
Totals ........ .. ____ ..... ______ .____ __ 3 2,900 
A hley Brush Creek drainage-
U in ta h County ....... __ ........... _6 __ 8....:.,~_/8~0 _ __=_3 ___ 1 __ 6:..::.,860 ______ 2 __ 1::2,~80~0=___ __ I:.:6:,,!;9:...:3:,:0 
Totals .. .. . _ .......... __ ..... ____ ..... 6 8,780 3 16,860 2 1,800 16,930 
Duchesne River drainagc-
Duche ne County __ .... .. __ .... .. 17 65,900 3 5,682 1 1,200 8,190 
in tah County ... .. ____ .. ________ . ___ 2-:--____ 6~,40_,__4--2--3.:...,4-S-S--1----'5,:.:..OOO.:...:....----14..:..,00~0 
Totals ...... .. . ____ .. __ __ . __  ._ .. _--._--._. _1_9 __ 72_,:_304 _ __ S_ _ 9,'--1_37 __ 2 ___ 6.:...,2_00 _ _ 22....:.,_I90~ 
Price River drajnage-
Carbon Coun ty _ ...... __ __ ....... __ _ 4_, __ 1_6.:..,,1_3..:,0 _______________ ....:..:..:.:...:.:.:..:..:..:..:: _____ .:...:.:...:.:.:. 
Totals .. .. .. ____ __ ...... ____ __ .... ____ 4 16,130 
San Rafael River dl'ainage-
Emery County ........ __ .. .... ___ _ _ ____ 4_. __ 3_7..:..,,4_3_0 ____ . _ __ 3_S..:..,I_S....;0 
Totals .... __ .... .. .... ....... __ .. ____ . 4 37.480 3S,150 
Colorado alld millor triuutaril>s-
Crand COlJllty .. .. ____ ........ ____ .. 1. 1,825 1,620 
Garfirld Coullty __ ........ .. __ .. 3 2,960 
San J uall COllllty .. ____ ... ______ . <J. 3,500 1 2,000 4,S40 
Ka II e Co un ty .. __ .... . __ . __ .... ____ ....:.... ______________________ 2 __ =-2,:.:::1.:.00-=--_-=4:..!" ]::...:1:..:0 
Tota I · .. __ .... __ .... __ . __ . __ . _ _ 7 __ 6...:..,4_6 ...... 0__ 1 __ 1....:..,8_2 ___ 5 _ _ 3_----=-4,:..:::.100.:...:...........:1:.:0 ...... 2:......::70 
Muddy HiveI' drainage ( t.ribu-
tary of Fremont) -
Emery Cou n ty ... __ .... ______ ____ . __ _ 1 __ 6...:.,_000.:...:.... __ 1 __ 2...:.,_400 __ - __ --=---=-......:..:... __ 6.....:.,_43:...:.0 
Total .. __ .... .. __ .... __ ____ .... ______ 1 6,000 1 2,400 6,430 
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'fable 2. Classes 0/ water supply and supplemental water needs of irrigation 
companies in Utah, arranged by drainage areas (Continued) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Class of water supply* 
Drainage areas Class 1 Class II Class III 
and Compa- Area Compa- Area Compa- Area 
counties nies irrig'd nies irrig'd nies irrig'd. 
Fremont River drainage-
Wayne County .................... 3 8,600 4 2,100 
Totals ~ ...... _ . __ • • 0 .. _ .. _ .. _ .. . _ _ __ ._. __ _ .. 3 8,600 4 2,lOO 
Escalante River drainage-
Garfield County ..... ............. 1 4,000 1 2,000 
Totals .- .. --_.--_._--. --_._.-._.--- --- 1 4,000 1 2,000 
San J uan drainage~ 
San Juan County ................ 
-- --
3 4,900 
Totals ---_ .. . .. _ .. --_ .... .. _---.. ...... --_ ._- -.. -. 3 4,900 
Virgin River drainage-
Iron County ._ ----._-------------_ .- 1 900 
Washington County ............ 11 7,675 6 2,040 3 1,750 
Kane County ........................ 2 734 1 404 
Totals 
--_ .... -._---_.- .. _ .. -----_ .. -----. 13 8,409 7 2,444 4 2,650 
Totals for drainage areas ........ 279 631,401 134 289,799 68 93,829 
* Water supply classes and needs: 
Class N eeds 
I Supply usually adequate. 
II Moderate need for supplemental supply in average years. 
III Pronounced need for supplemental supply in average years. 
tBased on full supply of three acre-feet per acre. 
8 
Supple-
mental 
water 
needst 
4,800 
4,800 
2,000 
2,000 
9,120 
9,120 
1,510 
11,400 
630 
13,540 
528,159 
keep water measurement records; 140 make occasional measurements, 
but keep no records, and 196 make no measurements. 
Improvements Needed 
The water diversion and conveyance structure improvements and replace-
ments needed by Utah's itrigation companies, by counties, are presented 
herein. l~ or convenience of the reader, all of the improvements needed 
by the company ha e been g rouped into one or mote of four classes, 
namely: (a) diversion 'tru tures, (b) ontrol structure, (c) canal lin-
ing, and (d) canal alteration . 
Improvement are needed on many diversion stru tures, which in-
clude dams and diversion weirs built for the purpo :e of checking the 
water in the river and di\ erting it into the canals. Control structures, 
which include head gates, spillways, wasteways, drops, and chutes, also 
need to be improved. Measuring devices, sand gates, and sluice gates 
are needed. Canal alterations, which include realignment of critical canal 
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sections, weed and willow control, new tunnels, gravel control devices, 
renovation of distribution systems, and improvements to prevent sidehill 
earth slides, can be made with great advantage to many irrigation com-
panies. Lining is one of the major improvements needed to reduce 
seepage losses in canals. There are many kinds of lining- concrete, 
macadam, oil compounds, clay, betonitic clays (commonly called ben-
tonites) . The major objective of the irrigation company study reported 
herewith was to find needed physical improvements for irrigation water 
storage, diversion and conveyance.1S 
Irrigated Land, Classes of Water Supply 
and Supplemental Water Requirements 
Acreage and Location of Irrigated Land . 
Utah's land area is 52,701,440 acres. According to figures supplied by 
irrigation companies, and other sources, the irrigated area is approxi-
mately 1,300,000 acres. The approximate locations of the major irrigated 
areas are shown in figure 8. About 500,000 acres are dry farmed, thus 
making a total cultivated area of approximately 1,800,000 acres.16 The 
rest of the state, about 51 ,000,000 acres, or nearly 97 percent, is largely 
mountain and valley areas used principally for the grazing of livestock, 
deer, and other wildlife. 
Classes of Water Supply 
Not all of the irrigated area has a full water supply. Many Utah farms 
and irrigation companies need more water- especially during July, Au-
gust, and September. For the purpose of studying the water-supply needs 
of irrigation companies the areas served have been divided into three 
classes, according to the irrigation supplies available, as follows: 
Class I: Water supply usually adequate 
Class II: . Moderate need for supplemental supply in average years 
Class III: Pronounced need for supplemental supply in average 
years 
Tables 1 and 2 present data on water supply classes for the 509 
companies serving more than 300 acres. Table 1 gives the acreage irri-
gated by counties and table 2 lists the acreage by drainage basins, shown 
in figure 9, for each of these water-supply classes. 
According to information presented, 279 of these companies have 
a class I water supply, 134 companies have a class II, and 68 have a 
IS. Detailed 60-column tables have been prepared for each irrigation company in 
each county of the state. Also a 6-column table has been prepared sum-
marizing the water supplies, irrigated acres, and diversion and conveyance 
improvements and replacements needed by each company. These tables will 
not be published, but they are to be made available to county agricultural 
agents, and to federal agencies interested in irrigation improvements. The 
water diversion and conveyance improvements which are needed are more 
fully reported in these detailed tables. 
16. Irrigated Jand incllldes irrigated crop and pasture Jand. 
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Fig. 8. Utah irrigation by drainag ha~ in . showing the approximat locations 
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Bureau of the Cen. li S, 1939 
clas III water supply. A few companies, 28 in all, made no report con-
cerning water supplies. Table 1 shows that 631,401 acres of land, or 62 
percent of the area served by the 481 irrigation companies, are pro-
vided a class I supply; 289,799 acres, or 29 percent, have a class II sup-
ply; and 93 829 acre, or 9 percent, receive a class III supply. Thi. 
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Fig. 9. Utah' 19 principal dTainage ba in in lude 7 in the Great Ba in, 11 
in Colorado River, and 1 in olumbia River Basin 
should not be interpreted to mean that the entire area of 631,401 acres 
in class I has a full water supply. By definition, a shortage of about 20 
percent is allowed in class 1. According to information provided by 
companies, a considerable portion in class I has some shortage, partic-
ularly during the months of heavy jrri ation in summer. 
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In this connection it should be pointed out that the estimates of 
irrigation companies appear to be liberal. It therefore seems that through 
improvements that could be made by the companies in the efficiency of 
water conveyance and delivery to the land, and by farmers in water 
applications, most of the land now under class I would have an ade-
quate water supply for crops now grown. 
The acreage listed in class II is in need of supplemental water, 
particularly in the summer months of heavy irrigation. By definition 
this land may be short about 40 percent and have a second-class supply. 
It is evident that land in this class is restricted both as to the crops that 
can be grown and in crop yields. It is this class of land that reservoir 
storage, to provide supplemental water, would benefit most. This is the 
borderline land, where crops start off well in the early season when there 
is plenty of water, but usually do not live up to the early promise of 
crop production. In years of high precipitation and water supply the 
yields are often good, but in years of low preciptation and water supply 
the crop yields may be so reduced as to be near failures. 
Land with a class III supply represents the "fringe" of irrigation 
in the state. Much of it has only a high-water or early-season right, or 
the equivalent. Crops are limited to livestock feeds. Over much of this 
area even forage cropping is undertaken only in years of above-normal 
water supply. . 
Water Requirements 
Column 10 of table 1 shows the volume in acre-feet of supplemental 
water requirements of the irrigation companies for each county. In this 
table may be noted the counties most in need of reservoir storages. Three 
counties need more than 50,000 acre-feet of storage water annually for 
the land now irrigated, and seven need more than 25,000 acre-feet each 
year. 
In general, irrigation on the smaller streams of the state is more 
hazardous than on the larger streams. A characteristic of the smaller 
outlying areas is the rapid runoff of streams in spring, and a continual 
lessening of flow as the season advances. Usually there is an abundance 
of water in the ' early months and a pronounced shortage during the 
months of summer. It is not uncommon for a supply sufficient to sat-
isfy a full season's requirements to flow in these streams during a few 
weeks of spring. Under such conditions it is a common practice for 
farmers to attempt to store the water in the ground by applying exces-
sive amounts while there is an abundance. Often they fail to realize 
that the excess water which they pour onto their land escapes through 
deep percolation, taking with it quantities of the precious plant foods, 
thus depleting the higher lands of accumulated fertility and waterlogging 
the lowlands. 
Table 3. Utah irrigation reservoirs. arranged by drainage basins, together with location 0/ reservoirs and irrigated lands'" 
Names of reservoir:;; 
by drainage areas 
Salt Lake minor tributaries drainage 
Hobbs 
Holmes 
Howell 
Total 
Bear River drainage 
2 
Capacity 
acre- feet 
1,160 
1,050 
3,7Q7 
5,917 
Bear Laket .. _______ . _____ __ ___ ___________________ ______ ____ __ __ ____ .472,000 
Cutler .. __ __ ____________________________________________ __ __ ________ __ __ _ . 17,000 
Hyrum . __ _________ _____ ______ __ ____ ___ ______ _____ ____ ____ __ __ ______ ____ ___ 14,570 
Neponset _____ ____ _________ ____ __ ~ _____ ______ __ _______ __ __ _____ __ _ .__ . 6,000 
Ne·wton __ __ __ . ______ . ___ ____ .___ ____ _______ _________ ____ _______ ___ _______ 5,200 
Total _____ . ___ . ______ . __ ._. ____ ___ _______ ___ _____ _______ __ ___ __ __ __ 514,770 
West Desert drainage 
Garrison 
Total 
Weber-Ogden R iver drainage 
5,000 
5,000 
Boyer (and other Chalk Creek Lakes) ____ __ __ .. 1,100 
East Canyon . __________________ __ __ . __ ____________ ______ ... _____ ._ 28,000 
Echo _. __ . ___ ___ _____ __ . ____ . ______ ______ ___ ____ __ ___ _____ ___ ____ . ____ . __ .. 74,000 
Fish Lake No. 2 __ ____ ______ ____ __ __________ ______ __ __ __ ____ __ ____ _ . 1,142 
Pineview __ ___ __ __ __ __ . ______ ___________ . ____________ ___ ____ __ ___ _______ _ 43,000 
Smith & Moorehouse ___ .____ ____ ____ ______ __ __ __ ________ __ ____ 1,040 
Total _ .... .. _._._ .. ____ _ .___ .. ________ ___ ________ ____ __ ____________ 148,282 
3 4 
Stream location 
Reservoir 
Middle Fork, Kays Creek 
North Fork, Holmes Creek 
Blue Springs 
Bear River 
Bear River 
Little Bear River 
Bear River (off-stream) 
Clarkston Creek 
Snake Creek 
Chalk Creek 
East Canyon Creek 
Weber River 
Davis 
Davis 
Box Elder 
Rich 
Cache 
Cache 
Rich 
Cachp. 
.M'i11ard 
Summit 
Morgan 
Summit 
Weber River Summit 
Ogden River Weber 
Smith & Moorehouse Creek Summit 
5 
County location 
Principal 
irrigated land 
Davis 
Davis 
Box Elder 
Box Elder, Cache 
Box Elder 
Cache 
Rich 
Cache 
Millard 
Sum~it 
Davis, Weber 
Morgan, Summit, Weber, 
Davis 
Summit 
Weber, Box Elder 
Summit 
-~ ~ 
C) 
> 
..., 
(5 
Z 
(J 
o 
~ 
'1:1 
> 
Z 
t; 
(Jl 
z 
~ 
> 
::z: 
N 
~ 
Table 3. Utah irrigation reservoirs, arranged by drainage basins, together with lOC([tion 0/ reservoirs and irrigated lands '" (Cont. ) 
Names of rese rvoirs 
by drainage area ~ 
Jordan-Prom Rivers, Utah Lake drainage 
2 
Capacity 
acre-Ieet 
Deer Creek ..... ... ........ .. .... .... .... ....... ... _____ ... _ .. _ ..... .152,500 
Hunter La ke ...... .... ..... ... ... .. .......... .... ..... ..... ...... .. . 2,500 
Lost Lake ..................... .... ... ............ ..... ... .. .... ...... 1,150 
l\1"ona .... ........ .... ....... ................................... .......... 20,000 
Strawberry+ .................... ...... ...... ............... .... .... ... 250,000 
Trail Lake ......... ... ... ... ....... .. ........... ..... .......... .. ... .. 2,300 
Utah Lake§ ........ .............. .... .... ..... ...... ....... ..... ..... 270,000 
Wall Lake ..... .... ...... ...... ... .. .. ...... .......................... 2,900 
Washington La ke .. .. ..... .......... .............. ..... ....... ... 3,310 
Total ... . .... .. .......................... .... .. 704,660 
Sevier River drainage 
Delta·MeUville diversion 
Fool Creek ...... .. . 
Gooseberry Laket 
Gunnison ...... ... ... . 
Gllnni son Bend .... ... ..... .... ... ... ................... ... .... ... . 
Highland (Nine Mi Ie ) 
Koosharem 
Juab Lake 
Otter Creek 
Panguitch Lake ................ .... ...... .......... . . 
Piute Rp~e rvo ir 
Rockyford 
Scipio 
2,646 
10,000 
2,200 
20,264 
4,044 
3,500 
2,088 
1,500 
52,600 
18,580 
84,800 
2,115 
8,872 
Sevier Bridge 
Silver Creek 
Three Creek 
Tropic II 
.......... ..... .. ... ...................... ........ .. 235 .962 
Willow Creek 
Total 
( Wal e:, ) .... ....... ............................. 1.200 
1,000 
1,7S0 
1,050 
3 
Stream location 
Provo River 
J ordan Rive r 
Provo River 
Current Creek 
Strawberry River 
Provo Ri ver . 
Provo River 
Provo Ri ver 
Provo River 
,sevier Rive r 
Fool 'Creek 
Gooseberry Creek 
San Pitch River 
Sevie r River 
N ine Mil e Creek 
Otter Creek 
Chi cken Creek 
Otter Creek 
Panguitch Creek 
Sevier River 
Sevier· River 
Round Vall ev Creek 
Sevier Ri ver · 
Silver Creek 
TlHee Creeks 
East Fork Sevier Ri ver 
Willow Creek 
4 
Reservoir 
Wa"satch 
Salt Lake 
Wasatch 
Juab 
Wasatch 
S ummit 
Utah 
Summit 
Summit 
Millard 
Millard 
Sanpete 
Sanpete 
M illard 
Sanpete 
Sevier 
Juab 
Piute 
Garfield 
Piute 
Sevier 
MilJard 
Sanpete·Jlla!: 
Sanpete 
Sevier 
Garfield 
Sanpete 
5 
County location 
Principal 
irrigated land 
Utah & Salt Lake 
Salt Lake 
U tah 
Utah 
Utah 
Utah 
Salt Lake and Utah 
U tah 
U tah 
Millard 
Millard 
Sanpete 
San pete 
M illard 
Sanpete 
Sevier 
Ju ab 
Sevier 
Garfield 
Sevier, Sanpete, Millard 
Sevie r 
M illard 
M illard 
Sanpete 
Sevi er 
Garfield 
Sanpete 
N 
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Table 3. L'tah irrigation reservoirs, arranged by drainage basins, togeth er with location 0/ reservoirs and irrigated lands'" (Cont. ) 
2 
Namps of reser .... oi r,. 
by drainage areas Capacity 
acre·feet 
SOlith. S evier Lake drainage 
Co·or Valley .. ... .. .... .. ... .. .. .................................... 1,086 
Enterprise (upper) ............. .. ........................... .. 8,500 
Rockyford ...... ........ ................... ......................... ,. 23,260 
Total 
Du chesne R iver drainag 
Chepeta Lake 
Fox Lake ..... .. ... .... ............. .................................. . 
Kidn ey Lake ................... .... ...................... .. ........ . 
Lake Atwood .... .................................................. . 
Midview .... ... . 
Montez Cree k 
Moon L ake .. 
P a radi se P a rk ... ................ .. ................................ . 
Twin P ot,.. 
Total 
Ashley·Brush Creeks drainage 
Oak" Pa rk ................................................. .. ........ . 
East Park .......... ... ... .. .... .. ................. ........ ..... ....... . 
32,846 
1,880 
1,160 
3,850 
1,200 
5,785 
1,200 
35,760 
3,000 
4,050 
57,885 
6,727 
1,300 
Total ....... ... .. ............................ .. .................... 8,027 
Price R iver drain age 65000 
Scofi eld __ ____ ____ ... ..... , 
Total .... __ .... __ . __ .. ____ . __ . ____ . ____ .. __ ... __ __ .... __ ... ______ .. 65,000 
3 
Stream location 
Horse Creek 
Shoal Creek 
Beaver River 
4 
Reservoir 
Iron 
Washington 
Beaver 
W hiterocks River Uintah 
Uinta Rive r Duchesne 
Lakefork River Duchesne 
Uinta River Duchesne 
Duchesne River (off ·stream ) Duchesne 
Uinta River (off· stream ) Duchesne 
Lakefork River Duchesne 
Whiterocks River Uintah 
Lakefork River Duchesne 
Brush ,Creek 
Brush 'Creek 
Price River 
Uintah 
Uintah 
Carbon 
5 
County location 
Principal 
irrigated land 
Iron 
Washin gton 
Beaver 
Uintah 
Duchesne, Uintah 
Duchesne, Uintah 
Duchesne, Uintah 
Duchesne, Uintah 
Duchesne, Uintah 
Duchesne, U intah 
Uintah 
Duchesne, 
Uintah 
U intah 
Carbon 
-~ 
~ 
~ 
> g 
Z 
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Table 3. Utah irrigation reservoirs, arranged by drainage basins, together with location 0/ reservoirs and irrigated lands* (Cont.) 
N ames of reservoirs 
by drainage areas 
San Rafael River drainage 
Cleveland 
Huntington 
Indian Creek (Ferron ) 
Total 
Fremont River drainag 
Fish Lake 
2 
Capacity 
acre-feet 
2,315 
2,460 
9,500 
14,275 
Forsyth ...... .. ... ..... ... ... .............. .. ............. .............. . 
2,623 
3,420 
5,678 Johnson 
Total ..... .. .............. .. .. .. ......... .. .... .. ....... 11,721 
GRAND TOTAL .. .............. .... .. .......... .... .............. .. 2,022,544 
3 
Stream location 
Huntington Creek 
Huntington Creek 
Ferron Creek 
Fremont River 
Fremont River 
Spring Creek 
';'Only reservoirs having capacity greater than 1,000 acre-feet are listed. 
4 
Reservoir 
Emery 
Sanpete 
Emery 
Wayne 
Sevier 
Wayne 
5 
County location 
Principal 
irrigated land 
Emery 
Emery 
Emery 
Wayne 
Wayne 
Wayne 
t Average annual runoff, 1903·1944; reservoir capacity 1,500,000 acre-feet; last filJing to capacity, 1907. 
*Transmountain diversion from Colorado River Basin to Great Basin. 
§Average annual runoff 1921-1942 ; reservoir cap'acity 850,000 acre·feet. 
IITransmountain diversion from Great Basin to Colorado River Basin. 
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Reservoir Storage - Progress and Possibilities 
The Place of Storage in Utah Irrigation 
In most parts of the state, the area of arable land accessible to streams 
is far in excess of the area that can be fully served with irrigation water 
by the natural-flow during the low-water season. Since the early days 
of irrigation, recognition of this fact has stimulated reservoir develop-
ment for storage of water for late-season irrigation. 
Progress in Storage Development 
An indication of the extent to which the need of storage has been felt, 
and the progress made in meeting the need, is revealed in the number 
of reservoirs, large and small, that have been built in the state. Table 3 
lists 63 reservoirs each having 1,000 or more acre-feet capacity, together 
with the stream and county location of each and the location of the land 
they serve. The total storage capacity of all these reservoirs is 2,022,544 
acre-feet. 
There is no complete listing of smaller reservoirs, but the total 
number is great and the combined storage capacity is high. A law passed 
by the Utah legislature in 193917 requires that ·all storage reservoirs in 
the state be reported to the State Engineer's Office, giving name, loca-
tion, and capacity. The response of reservoir owners to this requirement 
has been slow. 
Progress made in reservoir construction, large and small, is indi-
cated in table 4, which lists the number of irrigation companies in each 
county, the number that have reservoirs, the area served by storage, the 
total storage available to the county, and the storage capacity in acre-
feet per acre of irrigated land for the areas served by these companies. 
I~ should be noted that the storage supply given in table 4 indicates 
the capacities of reservoirs and not the annual supply of storage water. 
In many instances reservoirs do not regularly fill and therefore the avail-
able storage supply is often less than the capacities of reservoirs. 
The first reservoirs, of which figure 1 is typical, were built by irri-
gation companies with pioneer methods. Without the aid of skilled en-
gineering supervision, the early dams seldom measured up to present 
standards 'and failures were not infrequent. The twenty-third Biennial 
Report of the State Engineer lists 38 such failures and partial failures. 
Many of the early reservoirs were small, but they demonstrated 
the value of having a reserve water supply and created a widespread 
consciousness of water storage values. Utah was not alone in this 
line of development. In all parts of the West where irrigation was in 
progress the call for storage reservoirs was increasing. In answer to 
17. As amended, this is section 100-5-14, Utah Code Annotated 19~. The 
amendment provides certain exceptions from the operation of the act. 
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Tahle '1 . If'ater storage I,y irrigatioll (' llmpfllli cs ilL connties of Utah 
number of companies in connty, number having storage, 
area sen -ed and storage supply'" 
1 2 3 
Irrigation Companie 
COllnty companies having 
in county storage 
number 
Beaver ... ..... ............ ........ .......... 16 
Box Elder .... .. .......................... 28 
Cache ........................................ 45 
Carbon ...................................... 5 
Daggett ...................................... 1 
Davi ........ ......... ......................... 24 
Duche ne .... .. .... .. ................... .. . 23 
Emery ............. ... .. .... ...... .......... 8 
Garfie]d .. .......... .......... .... .......... 16 
Grand .... .................................... 1 
Iron ........ .. ...... .. ........................ .. 14. 
Juab ............................................ 8 
Kan e .......................................... 5 
1il1ard ...................................... 19 
Morgan ...... .............................. .. ]0 
Piute .... .. .................................... 5 
Rich .............. ............................ 11 
Salt Lake .................................. 38 
San Juan .................................. 8 
Sanp-ete ...................................... 40 
Sevier .................. .. .................... 23 
umnlit ....... .. ................... ........ .. 17 
Tooe]e ........ .. ........ .... .......... ...... .. 12 
intah ..................... .... ............. 18 
tah .. .. .. ........ .... .. .. .. ....... .. ......... 46 
Wasatch .................................. .. 16 
Washington .............. .. ....... ....... 21 
Wayne ... .. ......... .... ...... .... ........ .. .. 7 
Weber .. ...................................... 24 
Statp total .......... .. 509 
n LUll ber 
9 
7 
10 
4 
1 
14 
5 
6 
2 
o 
4 
5 
o 
6 
8 
o 
1 
26 
o 
13 
16 
14 
o 
5 
19 
4 
2 
1 
18 
200 
4 
rea 
,erved by 
,' torage 
acres 
9,939 
61,213 
29,850 
15,730 
10,000 
31,104 
52,419 
45,880 
4,500 
o 
4,300 
2,862 
o 
47,200 
4,345 
o 
6,000 
59,609 
o 
37,800 
47,450 
13,223 
o 
14,150 
91 ,082 
6,227 
2,160 
8,000 
46,871 
651,914 
5 6 
Tota] 
storage avail- Average 
able to county torage 
acre- feet 
acre-feet 
per acre 
29,920 
520,23Ot 
32,590 
65,000 
0:1: 
47,847 
60,641 
16,755 
22,400 
o 
2,520 
2,500 
o 
260,800 
3,lS9 
o 
6,488 
273,631 
o 
30,716 
138,800 
8,317 
o 
15,214 
423,584 
7,175 
10,300 
14,053 
107,628 
2,100,268 
3.0 
8.5 
1.1 
4.1 
o 
1.5 
1.2 
0.4 
5.0 
o 
0.6 
0.9 
o 
5.5 
0.7 
O§ 
1.1 
4.6 
o 
0.8 
2.9 
0.6 
o 
1.1 
4.7 
1.2 
4.8 
1.8 
2.3 
3_2 
*Storage listed is reservoir capacitie , excepting for Bear and Utah Lakes, for 
which the average annual increment to storage is given j reservoirs used only for 
overnight and equalizing storage are not included. 
tIncludes 472,000 acre-feet of Bear Lake storage, an undetermined portion of 
which is used between Bear Lake and Box Elder County. 
:j:Storage capacity not given for Daggett County. 
§After this table was completed, it was learned from a reliable source that 
Piute County has 1,700 acre~ served by storage, and 8,500 acre-feet of storage 
water. 
this demand, a number of federal and stat~ programs were organized 
to assist land settlement through irrigation development. 
The Carey Act of August 18, 1894, seemed full of promise for irri-
gation in the W est, but in Utah the promise was not realized in a sub-
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stantial way. Information supplied for this survey by the U. S. General 
Land Office, September 24, 1945, reveals " that 141,814.94 acres of the 
public lands in Utah were segregated under th~ Carey Act, of which 
37,239.98 acres were patented to the state. The segregations were can-
celed as to the remaining 104,5 74.96 acres. " The area finally irrigated 
was somewhat less than the acreage patented. 
In answer to the need for reservoirs, the Legislature of Utah passed 
the Reservoir Land Grant Fund Act of 1897, completely re-enacted in 
1901.18 Financing of projects was to be carried out by funds from the 
sale of reservoir grant lands, totaling 500,000 acres. The law at first 
provided that only state lands could be .irrigated under these projects, 
such lands to be offered for sale with a water right appurtenant to the 
land. An amendment to the law in · 1905 removed the restriction of 
irrigating only "state" lands. In 1907 the law was further changed, 
permitting the lending of reservoir funds to private agencies for con-
struction of reservoirs and appurtenant works. Between 1901 and 1915, 
five principal projects were thus financed in Utah, as follows : Mam-
moth Reservoir, on Gooseberry Fork, Price River; Hatchtown Reservoir 
Project, Central Utah Project, including enlargement of the Sevier Bridge 
Reservoir, Koosharem Reservoir, and Piute Reservoir Project, all on the 
Sevier River and tributaries. The Water Conservancy Act, passed in 
1941, authorizes the levy of an ad valorem tax on all property within 
the district, thus including property that receives only indirect benefits. 
The Carbon County Conservation District is the only one thus far or-
. ganized under this act. 
A major step in the program of reclamation in the West was taken 
when the Bureau of Reclamation was created by act of Congress in 1902, 
first known as the Reclamation Service. The reservoirs built by this 
Bureau are now widespread throughout the West, totaling in all 180. 
Nine of the reclamation reservoirs, with a combined capacity of 654,650 
acre-feet, are in Utah. These, in the order in which they were built, 
are as follows: Strawberry, Echo, Hyrum (shown in figure 10), Mid-
view, Moon Lake, Pineview, Deer Creek, Newton, and Scofield. The 
latter, now under construction, is a project taken over by the Bureau of 
Reclamation to replace a previou dam at the Scofield ite which par· 
tially failed in 1928. 
Possible Future Reservoir Development 
The successful development of irrigation storage depends on a com-
bination of favorable factors, among which the following three are indis-
pensable : a feasible reservoir site, an adequate water supply for storage, 
and an area of arable land justifying the reservoir construction. Many 
18. As 1,1bsequently amended, thi appears as Utah Code Annot!lted 1943, Title 
86, h.4. 
Fig. 10. Thi 9(}-foot earth dam and 14,000 acre-foot res rvoir in .outh Cache 
Valley has contributed greatl to the local prosperity. Photo COllrt. y 
Bureau of Reclamation 
of the canyons in Utah, especially tho e having small treams, are steep 
and lack good reservoir sites. Such canyons are usually characterized 
by a short season of quick runoff, which increases the need for storage. 
Many of the more feasible reservoir have already been built, yet 
there are significant possibilities for ' future development in the state. 
Several of these will require relatively large projects and are being 
investigated by the Bureau of Reclamation. 
The State Engineer's Office has carried on extensive investigations 
of small reservoir possibilities. During the period 1934 through 1940, 
the State Engineer, und~r direction of the Utah Water Storage Com-
mission, investigated 691 reservoir sites. Field examinations were made 
on 452 of these and cost estimates were provided on 261, with alter-
native cost estimates on 83. The investigations of the State Engineer 
clearly reveal that the pressing need for supplemental water in the state 
can be met for many irrigation companies through the development of 
small reservoirs. 
Ground-Water Reservoirs 
Intelligent use of ground-water reservoirs in Utah is essential to prog-
ress in irrigation. The U. S. Geological Survey has made a careful 
study of ground-water resources. The State Engineer's Office has de-
voted special attention to the clarification and recording of rights to 
ground water. Perplexing legal questions and costly water-right litiga-
tion have, nevertheless, retarded ground-water development. A typical 
Fig. 11. Intelligent u e of tah' arte ian ground-water re ervoir for irri-
gation torage will o-reatly increa e the produ tion of food and forage. Photo by 
W. B. Hatch 
artesian well yielding enough water for irrigation use is shown in fig-
ure 11. 
Irrigation Water Storage Facilities 
Of the 509 irrigation companie in Utah er ing more than 300 acres 
each, 200 have storage facilities. As shown in table 4, all but five coun-
ties have some water storage facilities. Of the companies having some 
storage facilities, the large t number, 26, is in Salt Lake County. Utah 
County comes next, with 19 companies with torage, and Weber County 
has 18 companies. Column 4 of table 4 shows that nearly 700,000 acres 
of land have some storage facilities, that torage is provided for 91,000 
acres in Utah County, for 45,900 acres in Emery County, for nearly 
60,000 acre in Salt Lake County, and for 61,000 acres in Box Elder 
County. 
The total amount of storage available to irrigation companies is more 
than 2,100,000 acre-feet, a hown in column 5. Of this amount the 
largest is available to Box Elder County land ; the next to Utah County 
lands, followed by Salt Lake County, Millard County and Weber County. 
The land area for which storage water is provided has amounts ranging 
from 0.4 of an acre-foot per acre up to 8.5, as hown in column6, the 
average being 3.2 for all of the countie combined. In 17 of the coun-
ties the amount of torage exceeds one acre-foot per acre. 
Water Supplies and Supplemental Water eeds 
Water supply data discussed in the section "Irrigated Areas and Needs 
of Utah Irrigation Companies" are summarized for each county in table 
1. Of the 509 companies which irrigate areas of more than 300 acres, 
481 companies reported their classe of water upply. Again, as stated 
in previou discussions, the area of land is of vital importance in rela-
tion to water supplies. For example, Box Elder County has nearly 
65,000 acres with a clas I water supply, more than 7,200 with a cla s II 
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Tabl e: 5. lJiversioll Ilnd COl/VeYllnrc faciLities of irrigativn companies in Utah uy 
counties-the need and estimated cost of improvements and replacements 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Type of structure and f'xtent of needed improvf' IlIt>llt 
Canal xepairs 
and Total Diversion Coritrol Canal 
County structures structures lining alterations estimated 
Cost Cost Length Cost Length Cost cost 
no. dollars no. dollars miles dollars miles dollars dollars 
Beaver .... ........ 10 
Box Elder . .'. ... 2 
Cache .............. 6 
Carbon ............ 1 
Daggett ........ .. ° 
5,350 
4,350 
2,050 
4,000 
o 
Davis .............. 2 1,500 
Duchesne ... .. ... 1 2,000 
Emery ............ ° 0 
Garfield .......... 14 58,675 
Grand .............. ° 0 
67 4,565 
151 58,410 
596 58,398 
673 53,000 
1 5,000 
379 12,860 
432 50,810 
36 13,366 
157 4,280 
2 15,020 
21.0 47,390 
36.6 114,310 
30.0 92,112 
5.0 19,800 
° ° 45.7 
9.1 
15.6 
32.8 
2.0 
41,940 
16,524 
64,200 
48,290 
2,000 
'28.8 13,695 71,000 
11.8 12,500 189,570 
84.3 73,093 225,653 
73.1 44,600 121,400 
° ° 5,000 
48.2 12,104 68,404 
133.5 70,010 139,344 
66.9 29,400 106,966 
45.7 14,495 125,740 
0.5 100 17,120 
Iron .................. 2 1,100 210 7,530 42.0 50,800 'l2..7 6,680 
9,500 
3,090 
66,110 
28,574 
12,705 
Juab ................ 0 o 39 1,924 14.3 17,150 35.5 
Kane ................ 4 5,000 125 4,000 0.8 615 11.0 
Millard ............ 0 ° 3<W 11,185 131.0 400,780 146.5 64,380 
23,830 
476,345 
41,990 Morgan ............ 3 2,300 71 2,930 16.8 12,930 35.9 
Piute .............. 1 
Rich ... _ ........... 1 
Salt Lake ...... 4 
San Juan ........ ° 
Sanpete .......... 10 
1,500 
200 
14,000 
° 29,000 
99 23,565 
16 680 
179 11,619 
4 3,120 
105 46,325 
Sevier ............ I 1,000 453 26,420 
Summit .......... 4 2,500 229 12,915 
Tooele ............ ° ° 22 6,810 
Uintah ............ 2 3,200 431 28,660 
Utah ................ 3 32,800 284 31,345 
7.0 
12.7 
105.0 
4.0 
53.7 
101.2 
10.6 
42.7 
7.5 
148.4 
11,0<W 12.0 
26,616 44.3 
180,718 200.4 
14,200 20.8 
174,970 238.4 
2,600 
11,775 
91,575 
18,650 
53,080 
38,705 
39,271 
297,912 
35,970 
303,3'15 ' 
180,610 . 183.2 90,700 298,730 
42,200 87.8 59,260 116,875 
44,655 21.2 24,950 76,415 
33,970 150.6 66,000 131,830 
563,570 l<W.O 55,970 683,685 
Wasatch .......... ° 0 74 3,525 10.3 31,330 57.6 16,375 51 ,230 
Washington .... 2 2,200 73 14,190 101.2 138,575 73.5 61,190 216,155 
Wayne ........ .... 1 1,600 2 800 35.5 80,700 53.0 13,800 96,900 
Weber ............ 2 15,500 483 23,830 46.6 362,640 131.8 47,480 449,450 
Totals .......... 76 189,825 5,733 537,082 1,089.1 2,814,635 2,159.0 990,882 4,532,424 
water supply, and only 1,300 with a class III supply. Iron County, on 
the other hand, has only 1,600 acres with a class I water supply, 3,400 
with a class II, and 11 ,250 with a class III water supply. Only two 
counties do not need supplemental water. On the other hand, each of 
three counties need more than 50,000 acre-feet. Many of them need more 
than 25,000 acre-feet, ~nd the total is estimated to be well over 500,000 
acre-feet of supplemental water. 
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Diversion and Conveyance Work 
E.FFICIENT water diversion, conveyance, and delivery to the farms depends, in large mea ure, on the condition of the canals and .irri-
O'ation truchlre. In the efficient delivery of water to the farms, mo. t 
companies have their greate t opportunity to serve their tockholder. 
The ervice begin with the diversion tructures where water i taken 
from the tream or other ource of upply. It continue in ttte convey-
ance structures built usually in natural earth, with occasional lined ec-
tions, and ends with the distribution of water to the farmers through 
the outlet tructure. The extent to which the company succeeds or 
fails in its service to the water u ers i largely determined by the proper 
design, construction, operation, and maintenance of physical works by 
mean of which water i diverted conveyed, and delivered to the farms. 
Diversion tructure 
Diversion tructures con ist of a great variety of dams in treams, or 1m-
ilar tructure designed to divert the water into canals. These range 
from m4ke hift rock and brush dams built annually of acces ible ma-
terial to permanent diversion dams built of concrete and tee!. The 
kind of works depends on the condition at the water diver ion ife, 
and the ability of the company to meet and 01 e the problem pre-
ented. No blanket rule can be given for the best type of diver ion 
structure, but it may be aid that in the construction of permanent 
diver ion tructures many companie have one of their be t opportu-
nitie to improve their service. Figure 2 how a modern diversion 
structure built by a mutual irrigation company in Salt Lake County, and 
figure 12 shows one in Box Elder County built by a commercial company. 
Leaky tructures that fail to divert the water to which the company is 
entitled, and dams which fail periodically during the growing sea on 
Fig. 12. The Bear River project diver ion weir near ache Junction t pifies 
one of the large t diver ion tructure built in tah during the fir t half-century 
of it irrigation acti ity. Water for Bear Riv l' canal .. i. now div rted at th 
lit! r Dam. Photo b . W. I ra lsen, 1920 
Fig. 13. Some tah irrigation 
comp~nie have con tructed sub-
tantIal concrete headgate like these 
a t the head of the Sevier Valley ' 
Canal, but many other are needed. 
Photo by O. W. Israelsen, 1925 
may so lessen the crop yield as 
to reduce materially farm re-
turns from year to year. 
The widespread need for 
replacements and improvements 
in diversion structures is revealed 
by information provided by the 
irrigation companies in table 5, 
columns 2 and 3. For the state 
as a whole, companies estimate 
that 76 diversion dams, at a cost 
of $189,825, are needed. In 
view of the importance of diver-
ion structures in the efficient operation of company systems, these figures 
appear conservative. 
Control Structures 
Control structures in canals are essential to safety and efficient operation. 
Substantial canal head gates of concrete, like that in figure 13, good weirs, 
divider gates, check gates, spillways, farm head gates, and similar struc-
tures-aJI designated control structures- determine the safe control and 
equitable distribution of water among the farmers. Table 5, columns 
4 and 5, presents company estimates showing the need of control struc-
tures amounting to 5,733 items at a total cost of $537,082. 
Main Canals and Laterals 
According to the survey, a,s shown in table 6, mutual irrigation com-
panies have more than 3,400' miles of main canals with an average flow 
capacity of 50 second-feet. Table 6 also shows that the companies have 
nearly 3,000 miles of lateral canals, having capacity of more than four 
second-feet and with average capacity of 16 second-feet. 
The total length of company-owned canals reported in table 6, 
namely, 6,400 miles, is much less than the 9,000 miles of canals, both 
company and non-company owned,.' reported by the U. S. Bureau of the 
Census for 1940. The really sig!lificant thing to keep in mind in con-
nection with table 6 is that only 3 percent, approximately, of all of 
these canals is lined to reduce seepage losses. 
Sometimes it is advantageous to convey main qmal water down very 
steep slopes at high velocities to get it quickly from high elevations to 
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Taule 6. Main callais al/d laterals 0/ irrigation companies UL Utah, by counties 
1 2 3 
Main canals 
County Length Average capacity 
at intake 
miles 
Beaver .............. .................. 49 
Box Elder .......................... 91 
Cache .................................... 282 
Carbon .......... .. ...................... 61 
Daggett .... .............................. 20 
Davis ...... ... ......... .................... 108 
Duchesne ...................... ........ 383 
Emery ....... ........................... 14.8 
Garfield ..... ................ ........... 112 
Grand ....... ..... ........................ 5 
Iron ................................. .. ..... 25 
Juab .............. ........ ................ 16 
Kane ........................... ......... 28 
Millard .................................. 152 
Morgan ....... ......................... .. 39 
Pi ute .......... _ ............ ............ 27 
Rich ...................................... 65 
Salt /Lake .......................... .. 265 
San Juan .................. .. .......... 43 
Sanpete ....... ..... ........ .. ............ 233 
Sevier .................... ..... : ... ....... 294 
Summit ................................ 73 
Tooele .................................. 42 
Uintah .............. .... ................ 142 
Utah ......... ............................. 236 
Wasatch ......................... ....... 98 
Washington .................... ... : .. 1l1 
Wayne .......... ........................ 61 
Weber .................................... 216 
State .......................... 3,425 
c.i.s. 
31 
84 
38 
90 
100 
17 
88 
109 
26' 
20 
42 
26 
14 
139 
15 
20 
59 
62 
26 
41 
62 
29 
II 
83 
50 
62 
17 
18 
57 
50 
4 5 
Laterals over 4 c.f.s. capacity 
Length Average capacity 
at intake 
miles c·l·s. 
51 14 
160 115 
158 14 
52 10 
42 
97 6 
316 30 
39 18 
9 7 
8 8 
88 II 
53 9 
190 16 
12 7 
4 6 
4 8 
300 II 
II 10 
230 10 
325 6 
50 18 
40 9 
109 9 
348 20 
8 17 
86 10 
6 18 
179 14 
2,975 16 
lower ones. Figure 14 shows a large concrete chute used for this pur-
pose on the Weber-Provo CanaL 
Canal Lining 
Public agencies have spent millions of dollars in development of water 
storage reservoirs, but thus far only- minor expenditures have been made 
for canal lining to reduce seepage losses. The Utah Agricultural Ex-
periment Station and the U. S. Department of Agriculture have been 
interested in canal lining for many years. Utah Station Bulletin No. 26, 
published more than a half century ago, .shows that in 1893 a canal near 
Ogden lost 14 percent of the inflow per mile; another one in the same 
vicinity, 25 percent, and one of the canals near Logan lost 33 percent 
per mile. 
Fig. 14. on 'ret ·hute conve ing a tream of 282 econd feet, eber-Provo 
diYer, jon canal. Photo ourte y . Bureau of Reclamation 
During the pa t fi year the Agri ultural Exp riment tation ha 
de oted pedal attention to canal lining re earch. In 1940 canal mea -
urement with current meter of the inflow to and the outflow from 
eight elected I-mile experimental canal ection on the larger canal 
ranged from 2.1 percent per mile up to 8.6 percent19 It wa found 
in a 4,000-foot canal ection that the permeability of a natural andy 
oil through which one canal wa con tructed wa 10,200 time that of 
the ' completed clay lining. 
The urvey reported in thi bulletin indicate . beyond doubt that 
canal lining icon idered by Utah irrigation companie a ital ne e ity. 
Colwnn 6 of table 5 how that Utah County has 1 mile of irri-
oation canal that need lining and al 0 that Millard ounty ha 1 1 
mile. alt Lake, evier, and W a hington Countie eadl have mor than 
100 miles of canal that hould be lined to reduce water Ie. The total 
length of canals for which the irrigation companies in the e fi e ountie 
recommend lining i nearly 600 mile : 
The United State Cen u report that Utah has 9 000 mile ' of anal, 
of which only 3 percent are lined, thus indicating, a tated in the intro-
duction, that more than ,700 mile of canals are built in natural earth. 
19. I ra 1 en, Or on W. and Ronald . Reeve. anal lining experim nt in th 
Delta area, Utah. Utah gr. Exp. tao Bul. 313. 1944. p. 12. 
FilY. 15. erviceable and attractive mall canal in alt Lake ounty lined 
b the Work Project dmini tration of 1934, _oh'ing at once the e page, ero ion, 
and weed problem 
Actual need for lining, a e timated by the Utah companie , a hown 
in table 5, is 1,089 mile. The estimated cost of lining Utah canal 
which really need lining i more than ' 2, 00,000. In order to de elop 
low-co t methods of lining canals and to find materials be t uited for 
thi purpo e the Agricultural Experiment Station, in cooperation with 
interested agencies, will devote pecial attention to canal lining re earch 
during the next few year. A mall canal in Salt Lake County lined 
with rock and lime mortar i shown in figure IS. 
Canal Repairs and Alterations 
The term "canal repair and alteration '" a u ed herein include clean-
ing; the construction of gra el control de ice , weed control drainage 
to increase idehill stability and afety of the canal, ero ion control, and 
enlargement of canal as shown in figure 16 and 17. anal altera-
tion by con 'truction of tunnel , like the one hown in figure 18 make 
it pra tical to realign un atisfactory ccwals. 
A ummacy of nece sary anal repairs and alteration is pre 'entell 
in column and 9 of table S. olumn 8 hows, for example, that 
anpete ounty irrigation companie and also alt lake ounty com-
panies estimated that in each of the e countie more than 200 mile of 
canal need repairs and alterations. Eight countie estimate that more 
than 100 mile are in need of repair and alterations. The total length 
of canals e timated by the companie to need the e improvements is 
Fig. 16. Modern method and machinery improving and enlarging Provo 
R ervoir anal in a big ut. Photo courte y U. . Bureau of Reclamation 
2,159 miles, and the total estimated co t for these improvements is 
nearly one million dollars. 
The fact that there 1S urgent need for great improvements in 
Utah's irrigation y terns is shown clearly, in summary form, in the 
last column of table 5. Estimated cost of necessary improvements 
for diver ion tructures, control tructure, canal lining, and repairs and 
Fig. 17. Oll ' trllctioll , 'leanin CT and nlargem I1t of Utah' irrigation canals 
i. gr atly fa ··jlitat d h lI 'C of lower macbill. Thi ' machine r epresent a fir t 
:o; tep from I h pione r hors ·and-:::craper III tho I to th e modern machines of toda . 
Photo b 0."\. 1 'fa I · n, 1920 
Fig. 18. More and more tunnels like thi one 'on' ih - aItLak~ -;queduct are 
con tructed to olve difficult canal alignment problem and to avoid very steep 
idehill. Photo court y ". . Bureau Q£ Reclamation 
alterations are shown in this coh;lmn for each of the countie. Utah 
County estimates nearly $700,000 needed; Millard County, approxi-
mately $500,000; Weber County, $450,000, and Sanpete County, more 
than $300,000. Each of 15 of the counties estimate the needs to exceed 
$100,000, and the total need in these 15., counties is e timated to be 
$3,883,030. The need for these irrigation system improvements in the 
entire state, according to the estimates of irrigation companies, i more 
than $4,500,000. 
Farm Irrigation Improvem ents 
I N THE the irrigation surveys here reported, principal attention has been given to the organization and function of the irrigation companies 
and to their condition and needs. A matter of equal significance is the 
condition of irrigation on the farm, including the farm in'igation sys-
tems and the water-application efficiencies attained. No study was 
made of the latter, and only limited attention was given to the former 
of these important questions. 
In the limited study of the physical condition of irrigation on the 
farm, extensive need was found for land leveling, erosion control on 
slopes, the drainage of waterlogged land, and control of noxious weeds 
(see table 7). 
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Table 7. Irrigation, drainage, and erosion improvements needed on. irriffated 
farms in Utah , by counties 
CO llnty 
2 
Land leveling 
to in t'rea;;p 
irrigation 
efficien ey 
acres 
Beaver ........ ............... ....... ........ 6,350 
Box Elder ';' .. ...... .. ......... ... ...... 32,549 
Cach e'" ... ......... ........... ....... .. .... 28,698 
Carbon ,;, ............ ..... ... ..... ... ..... . 1,750 
Daggett ';' ......... ............. ..... .................. . 
Davi ....... ............. ................ .... 11,000 
Duchesne ... ... ... ....................... 2,275 
Emery* .................. .................. 3,700 
GarfieJd .................................. 4,700 
Grand ......... .. ........................... 200 
Iron ,;, .. ............... ...... ... ... .... ..... .. 12,550 
Juab ';' ......... ....... ............... ..... .. 7,900 
Kan .............. ... ..... ..... ...... .... ... 2,083 
Millard ...... ....... ........... ... ... ...... 11,300 
i 'organ ............ .. .. .................... 1,825 
Pi u te .... .. ....... ........ .... ... ... ......... 2,200 
Rich .......................... .. .............. 250 
alt Lake ...... ... ...... ... ........... ... 10,770 
an Juan ,;, ........... ................... 2,900 
anpete ......... ... .......... .. ..... ....... 13,600 
evier .......... ............ ... .......... .. . 8,700 
ummit .... ... ........................... .. 4,031 
Tooele ';' .................................... 450 
Uintah ................................... ... 8,380 
Utah ............ ....................... .. ... 4,590 
Wa atch ::' ............. ~.................. 1,100 
Wa hington .. ...... ................. ... 6,115 
Wayne ....... ............................... 4,100 
Weher ....... ...... ........ ....... ...... ... . 14 815 
T otals .... ....... .. ............... .. 208,881 
Erosion ontrol 
on irrigated 
areas 
acres 
2,322 
7,700 
1,100 
2,765 
100 
700 
1,270 
2,500 
405 
700 
510 
4,679 
1,600 
6,350 
10,150 
1,255 
1,200 
5,500 
1,330 
1,090 
2,400 
5,800 
61,496 
:;:Wher blank. occur clata wer not obtained for the county. 
Land Leveling 
4 
Drainage of 
waterlogged 
lands 
acres 
100 
16,235 
385 
6,274 
200 
240 
2,405 
500 
1,500 
20 
40 
60 
300 
120 
1,745 
3,010 
2,800 
150 
2,000 
1,660 
205 
1,235 
700 
1,320 
4.3,204 
Because of the great variability in the natural surface conditions on 
irrigated farm in Utah, the need has long existed on many farms for 
lahd leveling, to place the fields in better condition for irrigation. Cul-
tivation and irrigation, by causiqg erosion, have often increased this 
need. Farm land surfaces vary from moderate unevenness, requiring 
only smoothing, to more rolling topography or hummocks that can be 
corrected only with the use of heavy machinery, as illustrated in figures 
19 and 20 . 
Fig. 19. Tractor and large ('raper like the gl' ally a i t irrigation farm r 
to mooth their land and thu make efficien t water appli alion much ea ier. 
Photo court y oil on rvation ervice 
Paradoxical as it appear, it i often on the more gently loping land 
that leveling would be most readily effecti e. Unevennes e that ap-
pear to be light may make it 0 difficult to cover the land with water 
that complete irrigation i eldom if ever attained, and anything hort 
of complete co erage may re ult in wa te of water and low crop yield . 
The difficultie of irrigation are increa ed when crop cover the land. 
It i therefore e ential that the field be well prepared in order to 
in ure efficient water application and complete irri aation of the grow-
ing crop. 
According to estimates of irrigation companie , the need of ur-
face land leveling and impro ement i wide pread in Utah. Of about 
1 300,000 acre irrigated in the state, 208,881 acres or 17 percent, 
Fig. 20. Thi modern land plane for land levelin g ha been found very at· 
i factory by many Box Elder ount irrigator. Photo courte oil on· 
er ation ervice 
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are listed by companies for thi improvement, a shown in column 2 
of table 7. 
Erosion Con 11'01 
10 ely related to land leveling is the need for erosion control on irri-
gated area. In the valleys of Utah the land often slopes moderately 
to excessively from valley margin to trough. The habitual direction 
of irrigation is down the steepest slope. With water running in fur-
rows or tending to accumulate in streams from flood irrigation, unless 
the size of streams is carefully controlled, gullying soon begins, and soil 
is transported towards the bottom of the field. It is not unusual to 
see terracing of eroded soil materials gradually building up the lower 
end of irrigated fields. 
Farmers do not usually ense the need of erosion control equally 
with that of land leveling, although the need of the former may be 
as great as the latter and may be a factor contributing to it. Column 
3, table 7, lists 61 ,496 acres of land which irrigation companie estimate 
require improved farm irrigation y tem and method to control erosion. 
Drainage of Waterlogged Land 
Ground water tends to accumulate in the bottoms of valleys. The ground 
water, in percolating through the soil, dissolves and carries in solution 
various salts which tend to concentrate in the surface soils as the wate-r 
evaporates. Such soils require expensive drainage systems and special 
treatment to make them fully productive. 
In many instances meadow, swamp, or waterlogged areas existed 
naturally in Utah valleys before the advent of farming. But irrigation 
has tended to increase this condition. Seepage from canals is often ex-
cessive and the water may run deep into the valley fill, appearing again 
at lower levels miles away, or it may produce seeped soils close at hand. 
Fig. 21. Deep drainage channel like this one protect irrigated land from 
accumulation of alkali, and from exce s water.logging. Photo by O. w.. 
[sraelsen, 1936 
Fig. 22. mall fa rm re ervoir like 
this one in Utah County enable ir· 
rigators to avoid night irrigations and 
to apply water eHici ntly in well· 
regulated treams. Photo by O. W. 
Israelsen, 1938 
Irrigation of fields, and es-
pecially excessive irrigation, may 
act the same as .seepage from ca-
nals. This source of ground-wa-
ter recharge is undoubtedly one 
of the principal causes of meadow 
and waterlogged lands in valleys 
of Utah. In general, the principal 
seeped or waterlogge4 lands are 
found in the valleys of greatest 
water supply and most extensive 
irrigation. According to irrigation 
company estimates shown in ta-
ble 7, column 4, the area of wa-
terlogged lands that needs drain-
age totals 43,204 acres. It is im-
portant to remember that the areas _ _ _ 
included in column 4 of table 7 represent the opinions of farmers. Careful-
ly conducted soil surveys by the Agricultural Experiment Station and also 
study of drainage needs by the authors of this bulletin indicate that the 
area in need of drainage greatly exceeds that shown in table 7. 
Furthermore, large areas of land in some counties, which are in need 
of drainage, are not at the present time provided water by irrigation 
companies. For this reason these land are not included in column 4. 
Deep drainage channels, like the one shown in figure 21, are urgently 
needed in many of Utah' irrigated valley . 
Farnl Equalizing Reservoirs 
Two of the cau e of exce sive deep percolation f water from irri-
gated land, au ing a ri e of the ground water and oncentration of 
alkali in surfa e oil , are the u e of v ry mall irrigation stream arid 
the application f water at night without areful c ntrol fits di -
tribution. oth of the e au es f oil de tructi n an he removed by 
the u e of mall farm reservoir like the one shown in figure 22. Such 
reservoirs have particular value on farms' that obtain irrigation water 
from artesian wells or from small pumping plants. A much larger 
number of small farm reservoirs can be used advantageously by Utah 
irrigators. 
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Water Supply Measurements 
THE measurement of precipitation is an old and highly beneficial branch of cience. As it affects the irrigation farmer, water is meas-
ured a total precipitation, as general snowfall, snow pack in the moun-
tains, a natural treamflow, storage water, as company supplies in ca-
nals and ditches, and as upply to farms for application to crops. In 
recent years notable progress has been made in the extent and complete-
ness of water measurement, and there is a growing interest of water 
users in the forecasting and measurement of water supplies. 
Precipitation 
The recording of precipitation by the Weather Bureau, assisted by vari-
ous agencies and individuals is perhaps the oldest and best established 
of all the types of water measurement. In Utah at the present time 
there are 142 active weather tations recording precipitation, and at 
various times other stations have operated. For some stations contin-
uous records extend back to 1870. These long records give a clue to 
the annual precipitation that may be expected and the seasonal and an-
nual fluctuations that may occur. Weather records are more reliable than 
the memory of man and deserve more active attention than is usually 
accorded them by busy water u ers. 
Snowfall 
The measurement of now fall by weather stations is a practice of long 
standing. There has also developed during the past two decades a pro-
gram of measuring snowfall on principal watersheds as a means of fore-
casting stream runoff in the irrigation states of the West. The results 
of this program have been highly successful. Cities and industrial water 
users as well as irrigators have benefited by the forecasts. The forecasting 
of water supplie for reservoir filling, and foreca ting seasonal stream 
flow for direct water diversion enable irrigation companies and farm-
ers to 1 Jan their year's irrigation operations in a way that was not pos-
ible wi thout uch forecasts. 20 
The perfecting of stream-flow foreca t based on the snow llpply 
i continuing. In Utah 78 now courses on the headwaters of principal 
treams are now in operation. Final measurements for the year are 
made April 1, and 'oon thereafter repo rts are is Ll ed. 
Stream MeasUJ'eUl IllS 
The measurement of stream flow in natural wal r ours s is a. specialty 
of the U. . Geologi al Survey; a sisted by ariou ag ncie , Ll ch a state 
engineers' offices, U. S. Bureau of Reclamation and others. 
20. 'I'll, sCHiec oJ prcpurillg, l Jl'oa d t' a s till ~. and printing wa t >l'-sul'ply Joreeasls 
i prO\'ided by a group of coop ratin g agencie, promin ent among which 
are th e cxperim nt tatioll , tat en ~ in ee rs' offi ce , . . oil Conserva-
tion er ice, \' eath l' Bureau, Fo rest rvi c Bureau of Reclamation, P ark 
ervice, GeoIorr i aI urv y, muni cipali tie and irri ga tion companie . 
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Like weather record, the value of tream records i ' enhanc d by 
length of the period of record. At the pre ent time 104 gaging ta-
tion are operated on 55 treams of Utah. Of the e tation, 49 ha e 
a record of more than 25 year. (Only 4 of the e began as far back as 
1900, the oldest of which, the Collin ton Station on Bear Ri er, wa 
commenced in 1889 and ha a continuou record of 56 year.) 
As a means of informing water users of yearly and ea onal water 
upplies on principal tream, the work of tream gaging i highly bene-
ficial. Its value to farmer centers chiefly in providing data on water 
upplie for direct diver ion and for storage. The latter alue applie 
not only to the filling of existing re er oir , but al 0 to determining the 
pos ibilities of filling additional re ervoirs that might be built. 
There i a need for extending tream measurement to many maIler 
stream in the state. Water companies and farmers are intere ted in 
uch record and would welcome any practicable mean of extending 
thi practice. 
Canal Measurement 
The measurement of the water deli ered to irrigation ompanie. the 
responsibility of the tate Engineer who i repre ented by water 
commi ioner. However but few tream in the tate ha e the er ic 
of water commissioners, and, therefore, only a mall percentage of the 
irrigation companies have their water mea ured to th m by any publi 
agency. Not all of the commissioner i ue annual report. Thi le-
sen the value of their record. In ome instance the water i merely 
divided to claimant and no report of deliverie in acre-feet, or imilar 
unit, are made available for public in pection. 
Where water i measured to companie , the measurement i u ually 
made at or near the canal intake. In but few ca e are mea urement al 0 
Fig. 23. alt Lake ounty, Brigham 
ompany, howing teel di ided plate 
I rael en, 1934 
ou.ng Ditch of Ea t Mill 
t in con ret. Photo 
r k Water 
by O. W., 
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Table 8. Water measurement practices of irrigation companies in Utah, 
by counties 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Com panies_---::--::-_ _ :---__ l\_il_ea_s_u-=re,...,.I_TI,...,en:-t--:-"-p_ra_c_t_ic_e_s_* -:::-:::-__ ----:-_ _ _ _ 
County in Measured l Divided2 No. regular meas.a 
county Area Area Area 
Companies irrig'd Compallies irrig'd Companies irrigated 
number number 
Beaver .......... 16 2 
Box Elder .... 28 1 
Cache .......... 45 3 
Carbon ..... .. . 5 3 
Daggett ........ 1 0 
Davis ............ 24 10 
Duchesne .... 23 10 
Emery .......... 8 0 
Grand .......... 1 0 
Garfield ...... 16 6 
Iron ............ 14 5 
Juab ............ 8 0 
Kane ............ 5 0 
Millard ........ 19 7 
Morgan ........ 10 7 
Piute ............ 5 4 
Rich ............ II 0 
SaIt Lake .... 38 21 
San Juan .... 8 0 
Sanpete ........ 40 4 
Sevier .......... 23 14 
Summi t ........ 17 II 
Tooele .......... 12 0 
Uintah ........ 18 5 
Utah ............ 46 22 
Wasatch ...... 16 7 
Washington.. 21 0 
Wayne .......... 7 0 
Weber .......... 24 20 
Totals ...... 509t 162 
acres 
2,000 
54,000 
8,400 
15,630 
o 
16,829 
61,944 
o 
o 
9,200 
4,550 
o 
o 
47,900 
4,138 
6,300 
o 
56,490 
o 
1l,547 
47,400 
6,876 
o 
14,859 
79,959 
15,006 
o 
o 
50,771 
513,799 
number 
12 
14 
22 
o 
o 
.4 
7 
o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
3 
1 
o 
o 
o 
12 
o 
5 
6 
5 
o 
7 
18 
9 
].3 
1 
o 
140 
... Definition of water measurement practi ' l': 
acres 
10,816 
2.810 
78,958 
o 
o 
3,542 
11,935 
o 
o 
o 
5,000 
o 
1,138 
800 
o 
o 
o 
9,059 
o 
17,650 
7,550 
4,400 
o 
22,240 
26,305 
7,232 
8,995 
300 
o 
218,730 
number 
2 
13 
14 
2 
1 
10 
6 
8 
1 
10 
8 
8 
2 
II 
3 
1 
10 
4 
8 
31 
3 
1 
12 
6 
5 
o 
8 · 
6 
2 
196 
acres 
1,500 
16,327 
20,406 
1,000 
10,000 
17,850 
5,772 
48,280 
1,825 
13,260 
6,700 
13,762 
2,100 
18,250 
1,377 
1,000 
20,153 
1,812 
10,400 
71,350 
1,440 
3,305 
7,100 
7,800 
2,833 
o 
4,230 
10,400 
4,700 
324,932 
1. Water is regularly measured by approved engineering methods and the volume 
delivered to the company durin'g th sea on i re orded by water commission-
ers in acre-feet or other volume unit. 
2. Water is measured and divided to companie Oil a perc ntage ba ·j ·, but the 
volumes delivered during the season are not recorded. 
3. Water is not regularly measured and therefore volumes delivered are not known. 
tEleven of the 509 companies fail d to record water-measurement practices. 
Six of these are Cache Cowlty companies, 2 Weber County, and 1 in each of Rich, 
Salt Lake and Utah Counties. 
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made of deliveries to farmers. Thus, the water loss in -conveyance in 
canals is not recorded. Likewise, the volume of water delivered to farm-
ers is usually not known. Both of these items are important. They are 
the basis of knowing th~ efficiency of water delivery by companies and 
the efficiency of water use by farmers. 
According to information developed in this survey, most irrigation 
companies claim to make some water- measurements. On close analysis, 
the measurements often are indefinite. In .t:eviewing data supplied by 
companies, water measurement practices were divided into three classes 
as defined in table 8 . Reference to this table will reveal a majority of 
companies having no complete water measurements. Such measurements 
as exist usually consist of dividing the supply among claimants or they 
are only occasional measurements. A typical stream divider is shown in 
figure 23. 
Measurement practices vary greatly by counties, as shown for the 
509 companies in table 8. For Millard County, 47,900 acres of the 
total 66,950 acres irrigated, or 72 percent, are served by companies re-
ceiving their water by measurement. All these companies have a stor-
age supply. In Sanpete County, 71 ,350 acres of 100,547 acres irri-
gated are supplied water with no regular measurement. Only 11,547 
acres, or 11 percent, of the irrigated land in this county are served by 
companies having regular water measurements. In some other coun-
ties the extremes are even more pronounced. For the 509 companies, 
representing the state as a whole, the figures are as follows: measured, 
513,799 acres, 48 percent; divided, 218,730 acres, 21 percent; no meas-
urement, 324,932 acres, 31 percent. 
Measurements to Farmers 
The extent of water measurement to farmers,_ and of the measurements 
on farms of the water used for the various crops is small indeed. Yet 
this is the point to which are directed all the efforts of measurement de-
scribed above. It seems evident that the farmer who is so interested 
in measuring water from precipitation to the canal intake would be con-
scious of values to be attained by knowing the water supply delivered 
to his farm and finally to his crops. Herein lies vast opportunities for 
improvement in irrigation. The farmer cannot benefit by the values of 
the science of irrigation without water measurement. 
Water Delivery Methods 
WATER is delivered by irrigation companies to water users, on demand or call, by rotation, by continuous flow, and by a combination of 
these methods. The type of delivery usually depends on local condi-
tions, but sometimes a given method of delivery is carried on, as it has 
become established when conditions have changed and another type would 
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Tahle 9. Methods of water delivery by irrigation companies 
111 counties of Utah 
County 
2 
Companie. 
in 
county 
number 
Beaver .... .... .............. 16 
Box Elder ................ 28 
Cache .................... .... 45 
Carbon .................. .... 5 
Daggett .................... 1 
Davis ........ .... .. .... .. .. .... 24 
Duchesne .......... .. .. .... 23 
Emery .... ........ .. .......... 8 
Grand .............. ..... .... . 1 
Garfield .................... 16 
Iron ............................ 14, 
Juab ............... ........... 8 
Kane ........... .. ............. 5 
Millard .... .............. .. .. 19 
Morgan ...................... 10 
Piute ............... ....... .. 5 
Ri ch .................. .. ...... 11 
Salt Lake ..... ........... 38 
San Juan .... .. .... ........ 8 
Sanpete ............... ..... 40 
Sevier ......... ............... 23 
ummit ...................... 17 
Tooele ...... .. ............. . 12 
U'intah ................... .. . 18 
Utah .................... ...... 46 
Wasatch ...... .............. 16 
Washington .............. 21 
Wayne ....... .. .......... .. . 7 
Weber ........... .. ..... ... ... 24 
Totals ................ .... 509* 
3 4 5 6 7 8 
=---_--,--C_o_n-,01panies delivering hy 
Demand Rotation Continuous flow 
Com-
panie~ 
number 
Area 
ilTig'd 
acres 
o 0 
1 3,000 
7 14,500 
1 8,960 
o 0 
o 0 
2 919 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
5 45,700 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
2 8,000 
o 0 
2 4,047 
13 46,550 
1 1,200 
o 0 
o 0 
4 29,640 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
3 5,300 
41 167,816 
Com-
panie:, 
nwnber 
Area 
irrig'd 
acres 
15 14,316 
27 70,137 
36 92,664 
1 890 
o 0 
23 37,221 
16 66,754, 
3 29,600 
1 1,825 
15 18,46C 
14 16,250 
4 11,600 
5 3,238 
11 18,650 
10 5,515 
5 7,300 
9 15,203 
30 58,581 
1 900 
33 67,500 
9 9,8tW 
13 8,126 
12 7,100 
5 17,280 
41 85,637 
16 21,025 
21 13,225 
7 10,700 
20 50,171 
403 759,708 
Com· rea 
panie, inig'd 
number acres 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
1 500 
1 10,000 
1 1,000 
3 2,978 
5 18,680 
o 0 
1 4,000 
o 0 
3 1,562 
o 0 
2 2,000 
o 0 
o 0 
1 4,950 
o 0 
6 7,700 
4 16,000 
o 0 
2 3,805 
o 0 
12 27,619 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
42 100,794 
*Twenty-three of the 509 companies failed to report their methods of water 
delivery. Six of these are Salt Lake County companies, 2 are Cache County, 
2 Carbon, 2 Duche ne and 11 are in each of 11 other countie . 
better serve the needs of farmers. The number of companies partici-
pating and acres served by counties for each of the principal methods 
of delivery are given in table 9. 
Cache County, for example, has 7 companies which provide water 
on the demand basis, 36 on the rotation system, and none by continu-
ous flow. In Millard County, 5 companies provide water on the de-
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mand basis, 11 on the rotation system, and 2 by continuous flOW. 21 It 
is noteworthy, for instance, considering the state as a whole, that 403 
companies provide water to their stockholders on the rotation basis, 41 
on the demand basis, and 42 with continuous flow. Thus the rotation 
method is used 10 times as much as either of the other methods, and <) 
times as much as the other two combined. 
Nearly 760,000 acres are provided with water by the rotation meth-
od, 170,000 by the demand method, and 100,000 by continuous flow. 
The continuous flow method in general does not contribute toward ef-
ficiency of the water used, and where practicable the acreage thus served 
should be reduced. 
Rotation 
Under the rotation system, farmers take the water in turns. The com-
pany water supply is put into one or more streams and users take a 
stream for periods of time, depending on the number of shares of stock 
they hold and the size of stream. This method developed readily under 
community ditches where groups of farmers cooperated to build irri-
gatio.n enterprises. It is a simple method by which an approximately 
equitable distribution of water is attained and by which it is attempted 
to make water available to crops as needed. It must be recognized, as 
a general rule, that this method of delivery is readily applicable to Utah 
conditions. Many small sources of water supply with direct diversions 
from natural streams make it necessary to take the water as it flows and 
use it directly as it comes. The rotation system is a method of receiv-
ing and using the water as it is naturally available. But" the system has 
many shortcomings in practice. Not all . farmers have the same shares 
of stock and not all soils and crops require watering at the same inter-
val between furns. The man with a few shares may find certain of his 
soils and crops suffering for water because of the long irrigation inter-
val, while his neighbor with many shares can water the same crops at 
the beginning and end of his turn, thus cutting in two the irrigation 
interval for such crops. Again, conditions may so develop that a farmer 
does not need the water, or cannot well use it, when his turn comes 
around. Yet, unless he can trade with some other user and thus get 
his turn at a more advantageous time, he must use it or lose the water 
outright. 
Under the rotation system the length of period between water turns 
is important. . In many areas the rotation interval lengthens as the sea-
son advances and the water supply decreases. Because of lessening flow, 
the water may have to be put into fewer streams, and these may be of 
smaller size. Thus, the spacing of turns is lengthened and the stream 
21. The reader may make similar comparisons for each of the counties by in-
pection of the data in table 9. 
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is usually smaller in summer when water is more needed than in spring 
when it is abundant. 
Demand or Call Method 
The highest efficiency of water application can be attained only where 
water is made available to users as it is needed. This is possible where 
water is available on call. The irrigator will call for water as it is needed 
and apply it to crops according to their needs. Reservoir storage is the 
one sure method by which a call system can be made to work. The in-
creased value of water available on call is one of the principal justifi-
cations for reservoir building. The many advantages of the call sys-
tem of delivery justify investments in the construction of small equaliz-
ing irrigation reservoirs. During late season particularly, reservoirs 
having capacities of only a few hundred acre-feet, and used only for 
short~time-period equalizing purposes, will pay greater dividends than are 
usually recognized . 
. The call system works simply where it can be applied. It requires 
an organization of the water delivery 'system, and supervision by which 
water can be measured to irrigators. Under these conditions the farmer 
merely calls for his water in such quantities and at such intervals as he 
desires, until his portion of the company supply is used up. 
Aside from the benefit of having the water when it will do the crops 
the most good and when the farmer can best use it, the call system helps 
to conserve both soils and water. 
The demand or call system also has educational value. Irrigators 
who call for their water as needed, and watch their season's allotment 
gradually diminish, become more conscious of the facts that large vol-
umes of water are lost by deep percolation from soils following exces-
sive irrigation, that water-application efficiencies can be greatly increased, 
and that the measurement of water at each irrigation has great value. It 
is not extravagant to say that one of the most important problems con-
fronting Utah irrigation companies is to develop and use more fully 
the call system of water delivery, with the use of storage reservoirs where 
possible. 
Continuous Flow 
Delivery by continuous flow is a common practice in some areas of 
Utah. It occurs most often where water is abundant or where individual 
users receive their water from independent sources. Isolated ranchers, 
ground-water users, and users of small springs, and other independent 
sources make up a large part of the holders of continuous-flow rights. 
The use of water on continuous flow may not be efficient. Unless 
the flow is sufficient to require much of the time of one or more per-
sons, the water is apt to be neglected and allowed to over-irrigate parts 
of the crops, or be allowed to run to waste. Delivery of water by con-
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tinuous flow is nO.t to be recommended unless local circumstances make 
it the most practicable method of delivery. 
Combination of Methods 
In some areas where water is abundant during high water, companies 
follow a continuous flow or call system during the high-water period. 
Later in the season when water becomes more scarce, they go on rota-
tion and follow that method. as their principal practice of delivery. One 
of the main problems of water delivery in many areas, particularly 
on the smaller · streams of the state, is the fact, previously explained, 
that without storage there is an abundance of water in s~ . g and scarcity 
in summer. 
Water Rights 
I RRIGATION companies hold the legal title to most of the water rights in Utah. It is one of the principal functions of companies to main-
tain these rights and they are usually zealous in this obligation. 
The Basis of Water Rights 
It is declared by statute that all waters within the state are the property 
of the public, subject to all existing rights of use. The water itself, 
while flowing in a natural stream, is not subject to private ownership, 
but individuals may own rights to divert and use it. These rights may 
be acquired under certain specified conditions and may be lost through 
nonuse during a continuous period of five years. (See Title 100, Utah 
Code Annotated 1943.) 
Water right is based on beneficial tlSe, which is declared by laws 
to be the "basis, the measure, and the limit of the right." During the 
territorial period, and for a number of years of statehood, water rights 
could be acquired by diversion from streams and application of the water 
to beneficial use, without the formality of filing a claim to the water. 
Provision was made by law for the listing of water rights claimed and 
the law was changed a number of times, defining the steps for water 
appropriation. During the 1903 session of the Utah Legislature, sub-
stantial advancement was made in laws concerning rights to the use of 
water; and definite procedure was established for the acquirement of 
water rights by filing applications with the state engineer and making 
proof of appropriation after water was developed and used in harmony 
with provisions of the law. . 
In that year a State Water Code was written which ha been the 
basis for subsequent changes in the water law. The code as passed, rec-
ognized all existing rights, both filing and rights based on diligence in 
making water appropriations. Thus, water rights antedating the code 
may be based either on filings made in harmony with law or on diligence 
rights with no filing to evidence them. 
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The Utah Water Code as passed in 1903, gave responsibility for 
administration to the state engineer, where it has remained to this time. 
This law, with subsequent clarification and extensions, requires that a 
water right may be initiated only by a filing in the state engineer's of-
fice. Specified developments are then required to appropriate the water 
to beneficial use. Upon satisfying the conditions, a certificate of ap-
propriation is issued by the state engineer which is evidence of the appro-
priative right. The date of priority of the right is the date of filing 
with the state engineer, provided all the requirements of the statute 
have been complied with. 
Water Rights Appurtenant to the Land 
In Utah, as a rule, water rights are not appurtenant to the land. In a 
few developments, including some Carey, Reclamation, State, and mutual 
projects, provision was made for water to be made appurtenant to the 
land. But in practice, the rule of non-appurtenance has usually been 
followed. This makes it easy for water stock to pass freely from one 
stockholder to another within the area served by the company. It has 
the advantage of allowing transfer of water use from poorer to better 
lands, or to lands where the water is more needed. It has the disad, an-
tage of allowing accumulation of water stock in monopolistic control 
and of acquisition by nonusers. In most areas of Utah neither of these 
tendencies has been pronounced. In a few instances, one or the other 
has become a ·problem that required special attention for solution. 
By law, water may not be transferred out of the company, thus caus-
ing change in point of diversion or use, without the approval of the 
state engineer based on the interests of all parties concerned. The action 
may not be adverse to the interest of the company or water users af-
fected. 
Annual Costs and Market Value of 
Irrigation Stock 
1. ""'HEannual irrigation cost arc significant factor in the cost of ag ri -.. cultural operations. Just how mu h money has been inyested in irri -
gation de\ elopment during the 99 years ince iu igat ion began in Utah is 
not known, and annot now be a certained. A major 1 art f the dam ', 
.. :a,nals, head gates, flume and other irrigation works ha been built by 
water users on a pay-as-you-go basi. Much of thi was labor co l or wa 
materials supplied from native stock that did not reprc ·ent a ash outlay. 
Anitual Costs 
Annual costs for irrigation may be divided into two categorie · the co t 
of operation and maintenance, and capital costs : D ebt payments and 
interest are usually considered by the companies to be capital costs. But 
where the compan} has no debts, a cost on capital still should be figured . 
. 
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It is consistent for capital investment to yield a return and the costs of 
irrigation may well include an interest item on the capital invested in 
water stock. Without this item the annual irrigation costs are gener-
ally low, because operation and maintenance costs in most companies 
are moderate. The interest cost on investment often amounts to more 
than other costs. Together these items make up a total annual cost 
for water of more substantial proportions. 
Table 10 shows the items of annual cost for 402 of Utah's irriga-
tion companies. Columns 4 to 9 include the per-acre and the total annual 
costs for interest, together with costs for operation and maintenance. The 
totals for both categories of the companies that reported costs, as here 
listed, amounted to $2,422,811 annually. Of this amount, $1,578,775 
or 65 percent, is for interest, and $844,036, or 35 percent, is for oper-
ation and maintenance. Complete cost data for all of Utah's irrigation 
companies would change the totals, but the percentages are believed to 
be representative. 
The cost per acre is significant. For the state as a whole the aver-
age annual acre cost given in table 10, column 8, is $2.61. This cost 
varies greatly by counties, from $0.78 in Rich County to $5.69 in Wash-
ington County. The cost for individual companies varies even more, 
being almost nothing for some companies, and reaching more than $12 
per acre for others. The average annual cost of operation and mainte-
nance for the state is $0.91. 
Market Value of Stock 
The market value or price of water stock depends on a number of fac-
tors. Among these are the water supply, including the general supply 
of the area and the water represented by a share of stock, the annual 
costs for operation and maintenance , company debt, kind of crops grown, 
and general prices. In some companies stock ownership is so adjusted 
that sales seldom occur. In such cases it is difficult to list a market price. 
However, in most companies, sales of stock ,are sufficient to establish a 
current price. The market value of water stock per acre and totals by 
counties, together with fj tures for the state, are listed in table 10 01-
lImllS J 0 and 11 . 
The total ,'aluc of to k per ounty aries from '43 .:;96 in Grand 
'ounty, where there i ' only one organized compan} with an irrigated 
area of 1,~ iS acres to $4 498,715 in Box Elder, the county of the larg- . 
e t irrigation project in the tate which alone irrigate 4,000 acre . 
By table 10 it will be noted that five countie each have an irrigation 
stock valuation of more than $3,000,000 and fi\ e others have \ aluations 
of more than $1,000,000 each. In only 10 counties is the market 
value of water stock less than half a million. The total irrigation com-
pany stock valuation for 402 companies reporting for the state is 
$39,870,224. 
Table 10. Annual costs to stockholders and estimated market values 0/ stock in irrigation compa.nies in Utah, by counties 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 VI 
~ 
Annual costs 
Counties Area Interest on Operation and Total Estimated e ....; 
County report· irri· 
stock maintenance costs market value :> ing gated :r: 
Per acre Total Per acre Total Per acre County Per acre Total :> 
number dollars dollars dollars -dollars dollars dollars dollars dollars 
C') 
acres ::z::: 
Beaver ..... .............. ..... ........ .. .. .... 9 7,856 2.20 17,296 0.35 2,787 2.56 20,083 55 432,422 ;=; c 
Box Elder ...................... .. .. ...... 18 73,137 2.46 . 179,828 1.08 78,629 3.53 258,457 62 4,498,715 t'"" 
Cache .................. ... ........... .. ........ 43 . 106,844 1.44 153,644 0.88 93,712 2.31 247,356 40 · 4,261,398 Ci C Carbon ......... ............. .. .... .... ........ 3 -15,630 1.53 23,952 1.14 17,883 2.68 41,835 38 596,793 ::z::: 
Daggett .................................. .. .. 1 10,000 0.60 6,000 0.25 2,500 0.85 8,500 15 150,000 ;> 
Davis ........... .. ... ......... .... ............... 17 29,942 1.05 31,416 0.77 23,007 1.82 54,423 26 785,402 t'"" 
Duchesne ........ .... ........................ 13 63,451 0.40 24,630 0.54 34,496 0.93 59,126 10 615,757 t'l'i X Emery --.. --_ ............... _-_ .... _--_ .-----. 7 47,280 0.75 35,574 0.72 34,016 1.47 69,590 19 887,093 'tl 
Garfield ... ............. .. ......... . :: ........ 14 16,460 2.06 33,899 0.66 10,844 2.72 44,743 51 847,480 t":1 ::z::: 
Grand . ...... ... . ........ _-_ .. --_ ........... .. 1 1,825 0.95 1,736 0.75 1,370 1.70 3,106 24 43,396 i Iron .................................... ........ 13 16,250 2.37 38,467 0.81 13,181 3.18 51,648 59 961,669 t":1 
Juab ......................... .. ................. 4 11,600 1.86 21,592 0.70 8,075 2.56 29,667 47 539,800 Z 
Kane ..... .. .. .............. .. ............ ..... 5 3,238 2.72 8,792 1.53 4,943 4.24 13,735 68 219,800 ....; 
Millard ............. ............... .... .... .. 12 61,450 1.62 99,342 0.85 52,246 2.47 151,588 40 2,483,569 C/l 
Morgan ... ... .. ........ ...... ................ 10 5,515 3.47 19,121 1.12 6,195 4.59 25,316 87 478,075 ....; ;> 
Piute ................... ....................... 5 7,300 2.13 15,517 0.33 2,387 2.45 17,904 53 387,925 ....; 
Rich ............................................ 8 14,203 0.41 5,789 0.37 5,280 0.78 11,069 10 144,740 (3 
Salt Lake ... ... .... .............. .... ...... 31 58,681 2.52 147,968 1.10 64,376 3.62 212,344 63 3,699,185 Z 
San Juan .. .............. ............... ... 3 5,900 1.10 6,519 0.34 2,005 1.44 8,524 28 162,977 tp 
Sanpete ....... ....................... .... .... 36 85,032 1.88 159,497 0.61 51,462 2.48 210,959 47 3,987,451 c 
Sevier .... .. .. ................ ........... ..... 23 56,390 1.91 107,502 0.92 51,723 2.83 159,225 48 2,687,560 t'"" t'"" . 
Summit ............. ... ...................... 14 13,301 1.30 17,310 0.77 10,242 2.07 27,552 33 432,580 t!1 
Tooele ..................................... .. . 12 7,100 3.76 26,672 0.94 6,679 4.70 33,351 94 666,820 ....; 
Uintah .. .... ...... ...................... ...... 8 27,659 0.66 18,193 0.63 17,472 1.29 35,665 16 454,845 Z 
D tah .... ................. ... .. .......... ........ 35 90,324 1.79 161,446 1.22 109,779 3.00 271,225 44 4,017,937 UJ 
Wasatch ... ... ..... .. : ... ...... .. ..... .... .. 15 19,994 2.01 40,162 1.02 20,480 3.03 60,642 50 1,004,080 N N 
Washington ....... ....................... 20 12,825 3.23 41,408 2.46 31,565 5.69 72,973 81 1,035,190 
Wayne ... ............... ............... ..... .. 3 9,400 2.56 24,060 0.62 5,819 3.18 29,879 64 601 ,500 
Weber ................... ...... ... ............ 19 49,471 2.25 111,443 1.63 80,883 3.89 192,326 56 2,786,065 
Total and averages .............. 402 928,058 1.70 1,578,775 0.91 844,036 2.61 2,422,811 43 39,870,224 
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In general, the information presented by irrigation companies re-
veals companies to be in a sound financial condition, only a few com-
panies are in debt. The ' annual costs are moderate. The data presented 
in section Diversion and Conveyance Works, and elsewhere, indicate 
widespread needs for improvement and extension to the physical irriga-
tion plant. In view of these needs and the sound financial condition of 
irrigation companies, the time would seem to be ripe for making sub-
stantial improvements in the irrigation systems of the state. 
Irrigation Companies in the Counties of 
Utah and Their Officials 
I NFORMATION concerning the number of irrigation companies in each county, their size (whether serving more or less than 300 acres each), 
and the numbers of officials, both elected and appointed, is presented in 
table 11. Column 2 shows that Cache County has 69 irrigation com-
panies ; Salt Lake County, 61, and Utah County, 58- the total number 
for the state being 688. Because of the large number of irrigation com-
panies, it was impractical to obtain detailed information concerning all 
of them, and therefore companies were divided into two general groups, 
first, those serving more than 300 acres, as shown in columns 3 and 4; 
and second, those serving less than 300 acres, shown in columns 5 and 6. 
Detailed studies were made of the 509 companies which serve 
more than 300 acres each, whereas only general information was ob-
tained for the 179 companies that provide water for less than 300 acres 
each. It is noteworthy that, although the 179 smaller companies con-
stitute .26 percent of the total number of companies from which infor-
mation was obtained, they provide irrigation water for only 2.8 percent 
of the 1,076,000 acres served by all of the companies. 
Utah County has 46 companies each serving more than 300 acres-
the average for these companies being 2,520; Cache County comes next, 
having 45 companies, each serving an average of 2,400 acres. Col-
umns 5 and 6 show that Cache County has 24 companies serving 2,595 
acres, or an average of 108 acres per company. Washington County has 
14 companies serving 1,758 acres, or an average of 126 acres per com-
pany. All together there are 179 Utah companies, serving 34,653 acres, 
which is an average of 194 acres per company. 
Twenty-two Cache County companies empioy attorneys, as shown 
in column 8; in Salt Lake County there are 20; in Utah County, 18; 
Wasatch County, 16-with a total of 167 companies in the state 'em-
ploying attorneys. The need for attorneys is doubtless influenced in 
part by the degree to which the water rights of the companies are fully 
and clearly defined. During years of water-right litigation, in which gen-
eral determinations of water rights for many companies are being de-
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Table 11. Irrigation companie' in each county, number of companies serving 
more than 300 acres, number serving less than 300 acres, total number of 
officials in companies, and number of attorneys and engineers 
employed 
2 3 4 5 6 
ompanies 
County Servjng more Total than 300 acres 
no. no. acres 
Beaver .......................... 16 16 14,316 
Box Elder ........... ......... 38 
Cache .......................... 69 
Carbon ........ ................ 13 
28 73,137 
45 107,164 
5 16,130 
Daggett ........................ 1 1 10,000 
Davis ............................ 34 24 38,221 
Duchesne .................... 25 23 73,251 
Emery.......................... 10 8 48,280 
Garfield ...................... 20 16 22,460 
Grand .......................... 2 1 1,825 
Iron .............................. 19 14 16,250 
Juab ............................ 19 8 13,762 
Kane ............................ 6 5 3,238 
Millard ........................ 19 19 66,850 
Morgan ................ ........ 18 10 5,515 
Piute ............................ 6 5 7,300 
Rich .............................. 11 11 20,153 
Salt Lake .................... 61 38 66,581 
San Juan .................... 8 8 10,400 
Sanpete .................. ...... 52 40 88,547 
Sevier ............. .... ........ ... 24 23 56,390 
Summit ........................ 34 17 14,581 
Tooele .......................... 12 12 7,100 
intah ............. ... ........ 20 18 44,899 
Utah ............................ 58 46 115,277 
Wasatch ................. .. .. . 19 16 21,025 
Washington ................ 35 21 13,225 
Wayne .......................... 7 7 10,700 
Weber .......................... 32 24 54,771 
Total ........ .......... ...... 688 509 1,041,348 
Serving Ie s 
than 300 acres 
no. 
10 
24 
8 
10 
2 
2 
4 
1 
5 
11 
1 
8 
1 
23 
12 
1 
17 
2 
12 
3 
14 
8 
179 
acres 
1,860 
2,595 
1,050 
1,500 
600 
310 
551 
ISO 
825 
1,618 
158 
1,719 
50 
4,428 
1,935 
300 
3,365 
455 
7,944 
209 
1,758 
1,273 
34,653 
7 8 9 
Companies 
regularly 
Officials employing 
of Attor- Engi-
companies neys 
no. 
80 
117 
163 
15 
7 
141 
102 
52 
91 
8 
103 
26 
30 
57 
59 
27 
42 
255 
19 
206 
143 
88 
55 
82 
252 
96 
114 
20 
156 
2,606 
no. 
1 
3 
22 
I 
1 
8 
8 
4 
I 
5 
2 
4 
2 
20 
13 
3 
3 
1 
9 
18 
16 
4 
1 
17 
167 
neers 
no. 
I 
I 
10 
2 
4 
3 
2 
3 
10 
3 
3 
3 
1 
7 
8 
2 
2 
4 
69 
veloped, the need for the employment of attorneys is much greater than 
during other years. 
Relatively few companies regularly employ engineers, according to 
the information of column 9, the total number being 69. The small 
size of many of the companies makes it impractical, in the opinion of the 
directors of the companies, for them to meet the costs of providing reg-
ular engineering services, in spite of the fact that such services in many 
cases may be definitely to the advantage of the companies and their 
stockholders. In some cases engineers are employed temporarily as spe-
cial needs for construction, repair, and improvement of canals are be-
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ing met. It is noteworthy, also, that the state etfgineer's office employs 
a considerable number of engineers as water commissioners. The ex-
perience of the writers indicates that in some cases the irrigation com-
panies obtain engineering counsel from engineer-water-commissioners 
without the formal employment of these commissioners . A noteworthy 
recent development related to the application of engineering to irriga-
tion improvements is the provision of technical engineering assistance 
for irrigation farmers, and to some extent for irrigation companies, by 
federal public agencies, particularly by the U. S. Department of Agri-
culture. The need for engineering assistance by irrigation companies 
will be substantially increased during the years ahead, provided serious 
consideration is given to making the improvements which the irrigation 
companies have listed as necessary. This need will be more apparent to 
the reader after careful consideration of the following discussion con-
cerning irrigation company organization and practices. 
Irrigation Company Operating Conditions 
T.H E functions and responsibilities of Utah irrigation companies are briefly described in the introduction to this bulletin. The expres-
sion "operating conditions" as used herein refers to (a) safety factors 
in storage, diversion, and conveyance of water, (b) efficiencies in con-
veyance and delivery of water, and (c) distribution of water to the stock-
holders. The following brief discussion of each of these factors is in-
tended to clarify the present operating conditions of Utah companies and 
to indicate some of the more urgent needs for improvement. 
Safety Factors 
There is much to be done in the matter of increasing the safety of irri-
gation structures . Storage dams built of earth, for example, constitute 
some of the more permanent works of man. Yet it is unfortunate that 
in Utah 38 storage dams have failed or partially failed during the past 
32 years; 16 of these failures have occurred in the past decade. The 
cause of these failures is largely inadequate spillway capacity, improper 
design and construction, and lack of essential continuous inspection and 
repair of structures. Small groups of irrigators with inadequate finan-
cial backing are frequently inclined to take unusual risks, and these risks 
do not contribute to the safety of structures. 
A 'noteworthy example, to justify the foregoing statement is the 
experience of the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation. During its 43 years of 
activity it has constructed 180 dams and thus far not one of these struc-
tures has failed. The Bureau has insisted on high safety factors in all 
of its construction. 
In Utah it is not unusual for diversion dams to fail frequently-
some fail each year during high-water period and must be reconstructed 
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during low-water' perio~. High safety factors in di er ion dams contrib-
ute to low annual co ·t s and a suran e of water when needed and regular 
crop production. 
Higher safety factors in water con eyance structures are much 
needed in Utah ; they are e sential to the afety of property and to 
the protection of life. During cycles of high precipitation, such as the 
year 1942 to 1945, it i natural that farmers apply comparatively large 
quantities of water to their bench lands. likewi e, seepage 10 ses from 
highline canal are increased because of large 'volumes of water in the 
canals. High water tables in bench lands contribute to low afety fac-
tors of sidehill canals like the one hown in figure 24. Not Ie s than 
$125,000 in recon truction cost have been lost because of earth slide 
on teep sidehills breaking canals within a radius of 50 miles of the 
Utah State Agricultura.l College during the past few years. The cost 
to farmers because of interruption in the delivery of irrigation water is 
difficult to estimate, but i neverthele s highly significant. More care-
ful attention to ground-water po itions on bench lands above irrigation 
canals, and intelligent drainage to assure stability of sidehill soil , and 
thus to increase greatly the afety factor in Utah' water conveyance 
systems is urgently needed. 
Fig. 24. The exce ive ettlement and cracking of canal banks, due to soil 
aturation from eepage water greatly endangers the 150-second-foot canal on th 
left. Failure of the canal would co t the company many thou and of dollar. 
Photo courte y C. W. Lauritzen, 1944 
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Efficiencies in Water Conveyance and Delivery 
If an irrigation company diverts 10,000 acre-feet of water during the 
season and delivers 6,000 acre-feet to its stockholders, then the convey-
ance and delivery efficiency is 60 percent. The most noteworthy fea-
ture of the efficiencies in ' water conveyance and delivery in Utah is 
the lack of adequate information based on reliable continuous measure-
ments. Only a few companies out of the 700 in Utah have any reli-
able measurements of water-conveyance efficiencies. Those companies 
that have measured efficiencies find a range from 30 to 65 percent 
Undoubtedly great improvement in operating conditions of Utah irri-
gation companies can be made first by a study of water conveyance and 
delivery efficiencies, and second, by increasing the efficiencies which are 
too low. 
Seepage losses from irrigation canals constitute the major factor in 
causing low water conveyance and delivery efficiencies. Approximate 
measurements of the seepage losses can be easily made. Precise measure-
ments in short sections of canals are difficult. In some cases, however, 
the reappearance of seepage water on land surfaces below the canals has 
been considered as sufficient evidence of losses to justify lining of the 
canals to prevent the losses. Lining canals which sustain excessive losses 
constitutes sound financial investment not only to save irrigation water, 
but also because such lining usually increases the safety of the canal by 
adding stability to the soil formation which sustains the canaL 
Distribution of Water ' to Stockholders 
A factor of vital importance to each stockholder is the assurance that 
he obtains the quantity of water to which he is entitled. It is the re-
sponsibility of the irrigation company to see that each man gets water, 
not only in the amount to which he is entitled, but also at the time pro-
vided in his' water turn or specified in his request. Intelligent and 
trained canal-operating men who understand water measurement are 
needed to assure equitable distribution of water and delivery of proper 
amounts to each stockholder. 
Use of Facts Versus Opinion in Irrigation Managelnent 
Increased use of [actual information in irrigation management is a goal 
toward which e\ cry irrigation company should strive. Facts concern-
ing soil pcrmeabilities, and ground-water hydraulic conditions, includ-
ing water pressures and dire tion of fJow, are vjtally important to the 
mana,gernent f irrigati n tructures. 
A few examples will help to clarify the u e of obtainable fa ts ver-
SLlS opinions in irrigation system management. Compact clay soils have 
permeabilities as low as 0.1 foot per year, whereas the permeability of 
coarse sands and gravels is as high as 1,000 feet per year. Therefore, 
under the same driving force it would require nearly 28 years for the 
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same volume of water to flow through the compact clay that would flow 
through the gravel in one day. 
A well-known physical law of world-wide application states in 
effect that the velocity of ground-water flow in soils of the same per-
meability is directly proportional to the space rate of change in hydraulic 
head. Again and again this law, although well understood by engi-
neers, and easily applied, has been completely ignored and flimsy opin-
ions without foundation have been used by those who make important 
decisions concerning the management of irrigation canals along danger-
ous water-soaked sidehill soils. Ignoring such fundamental facts 'has 
cost Utah irrigators many thousands of dollars in preventable canal fail-
ures. 
It is a well-known fact that dry soils have a shear strength and re-
sistance to sliding and to settlement that is many times that of water-
saturated soils. Yet in numerous cases, managers of irrigation systems 
in Utah, influenced by the opinion that water does not greatly affect 
these soil properties, permit the foundation of important irrigation struc-
tures to become saturated with water because of no provision for drain-
age. The result is that foundation settlement and excessive stresse and 
strains cause preventable failures and thus cost the company stockholders 
large sums. 
Many similar examples could be added to show that in the manage-
ment of irrigation systems it is usually costly to be guided by opinions 
when the facts could be obtained at small cost. 
Mechanical Power versus Man Power 
In numerous tasks Utah farmers during the past half century have in-
troduced mechanical power to do the work previously done by man power. 
Mechanical grain grinders and elevators, milkers, ice cream freezers, 
grindstone operators, potato harvesters, beet diggers, and many other ma-
chines greatly increase the effectiveness of man and also his enjoyment of 
Ii fe. It is both surprising and disappointing that so much of the work 
of cleaning, repairing, and maintaining Utah irrigation systems is still 
done by man power and not by mechanical power. Only a few irriga-
tion companies own a power hovel , or a dragline excavator, or a bull-
dozer. or a sheeps' -foot roller, or a dump truck or a arry-all craper. 
A few irrigation companie - much to the redit of their Hi ials- are 
renting the e mechanical-power machine from either public or private 
owners in order to do their canal work more efficiently. In many a es , 
however especially with the smaller irrigation companies, the canal are 
too small and banks too narrow to permit the use of power machinery, 
and this is one of the strong arguments in favor of consolidation of 
mall , related irrigation companies. 
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Excessive brush and tree growths along the bank of hundreds of 
miles of Utah's canal is a serious menace. Brush and trees reduce 
accessibility to the canal, they are serious wasters of water- much more 
wasteful than direct evaporation-they are usually unsightly, and they 
greatly increase the cost of annual cleaning of the canals. Bulldozers, 
power shovels, and dragline excavators should be much more widely used 
to renovate old canals.22 
Summary and Conclusions 
1. This bulletin reports a survey of irrigation ·companies in Utah which 
irrigate nearly one million acres, or about 80 percent of the irri-
gated land of the state. Reports have been obtained from 688 irri-
gation companies, of which 509 each irrigate areas larger than 
300 acres, the total being 1,041,124; and each of 179 irrigate areas 
less than 300 acres, the total being 29,668 acres. 
2. Nearly all of the companies listed need improvements in their physi-
cal irrigation systems. The company officials have estimated rough-
ly t~e cost of such impro ements to be nearly five million dollars. 
3. Reports of water-meas~rement practices how that only a small per-
centage of the companies make continuous reliable records of water 
received from natural streams, and that there is great opportunity 
for extension and improvement in these practices. 
4. The most needed physical irrigation system improvements, in order 
of emphasis given to them· by irrigation companies, are: 
a. Lining canals to prevent seepage losses. 
b. Improvement of diversion dams. 
c. Installation of measuring devices. 
d. Uniform system of farm head gates for all water users under 
the company. 
e. Strengthening sidehi II canal sections and draining saturated soil 
formations to tabilize canal beds. 
5. The irrigation company surveys constitule the bas is for the con-
du ·jon that many of Utah's mall irrigation companies cannot oper-
Jte efficiently and that con 01 idatio n and enlargement are essential 
to most effective management of company affair . The u e of large 
machinery in irrigation and drainage y tern maintenance and im-
J rovement would be in "reased if the companie were larger. 
--'---
22. Irri ga ti on <,:o l1l pany offic ial s may well rem ember that from 6 to, 8 capaule 
men are required to do one hor, epower of merhanical work. One horsepower-
hom o[ work, obtai ned .from el <.: tri ejty or oil. co ts about 2 cents, whereas 
one man power hour co!'ts 60 cents or more. !fan power therefore, eost fro111 
180 to 240 time the cost of mechanical electric power or gas engine power. 
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6. It is concluded from surveys that the financial condition of Utah 
irrigation companies is excellent. Only a few companies are in debt 
and none of the well-established ones has defaulted on its indebted-
ness in recent years. 
7. It is concluded that great credit is due the pioneers who built the 
Utah irrigation canals, but often that the pioneer-buift canals do not 
meet present-day needs effectively. There are many cases where 
realignment of old canals is essential, improvement of canal grades 
necessary, arid greater water control required for safety and oper-
erating efficiency. . 
8. The data reported herein support and emphasize the opinion that 
three dominant factors justify and require irrigation canal improve-
ment, namely: 
a. To save irrigation water, 
b. To conserve irrigated soils, and 
c. To . add safety to canals and assurance of continuous water de-
livery. 
9. It is concluded that special effort should be made to provide Utah 
farmers with additional water storage facilities. The percentage 
of irrigation companies which have adequate, well-assured, late-
season water supplies can be substantially increased with advan-
tage to the irrigation companies and to the public. 
lO. It is concluded that there is need of methods for improving water 
delivery to farmers. The call system should be encouraged and ex-
panded, and the continuous flow method should be replaced by the 
rotation and call system. 
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